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Marines deliver food beyond Baidoa
RAMO& Somalia (AP) — U.S. and French troops
struck out from Baidoa today, escorting tons of relief food
to four nearby villages where many inhabitants appeared
too weak to greet them.
Rising tension was reported elsewhere in Somalia, and
aid workers urged the troops to secure even more of the
chaotic Horn of Africa country.
Germany and India announced they would contribute
troops to the U.N.-sponsored relief operation.
In Baidoa, eight U.S. military vehicles, including Hum vets and armored personnel carriers, and three French
armored vehicles escorted CARE trucks carrying enough to
feed about 7,500 people for a month.
Dozens of vehicles carrying relief agency workers and
journalists jockeyed for space along the narrow, potholed
path that passes for a road, and photographers sat atop the
wheat sacks piled in the backs of CARE's 10 trucks.
The mercy mission to the villages, all within 30 miles of

Baidoa, stopped first at Bonkey and Busley, which
received their first deliveries in two weeks.
The last time CARE attempted a convoy to Bonkey, on
Dec. 3, its trucks were attacked, and live bandits were shot
to death in a gun battle with CARE's Somali guards. The
460 sacks of food destined for the starving were lost.
CARE spokesman James Fennell said he expected no
violence today.
"They've gone out with a fairly well-armed group," he
said. "If there are any bandits out there, they're keeping
their heads down."
Baidoa's residents, who gave the Americans and French
a tumultuous welcome when they arrived in the central
Somali town Wednesday, stood along the road out of town
and waved as the convoy passed. Some troops tossed chocolate candy to the children.
The reception at the receiving villages was low-key. Villagers, dressed mostly in rags, stood silently as troops and

NATO allies balk
at enforcing zone
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8 shopping
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SCHOOL SAFET
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen plans to ask
school superintendents to
make sure safety standards in
student dismissal policies are
tough enough. Page 2A
STACEY CROOK/Lodger & Times photo
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This unmanned patrol car was involved in an accident Wednesday night on Chestnut Street. Damage
estimates are not yet available. No major injuries were reported.

Clearing and cooler. Low in
the upper 20s. Light wind. Friday, partly sunny. High in the
middle 40s.

Two accidents ruin MPDs perfect year
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday -Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

journalists swarmed amid their mud huts. One man wandered aimlessly, holding up a swollen index finger oozing
with infection in the apparent hope someone would tend to
it.
In Busley, a thin woman wrapped in a bright shawl
squatted outside her hut while a couple of journalists plied
her with questions. Finally the woman, who would not give
her name, told them: "I'm too hungry. I don't feel like
doing interviews."
Another Busley woman, Fatuma Mabile, said she was
pleased to get the relief food. "If we didn't get this food, I
would go to sleep without eating," she said.
Mabilc, 30, looked more like 60, and had one blind eye.
"I've worked with refugees before, but this is a whole
lot worse than 1 expected," said Marine Staff Sgt. Marwan
Binni of Oceanside, Calif., before the convoy left the airport. "It seems like Africa is condemned."

After logging almost 200,000
miles without an accident. Murray city police had only 16 days
left to turn in a perfect driving
record for 1992.
That ended Wednesday night
when patrol cars were involved in
two separate accidents.
Now for the twist to the story
— one patrol car was unoccupied
at the time of the accident.
Karri K. Graham, 22, of Louisville, was eastbound on Chestnut
Street at 10 p.m. when a parked

patrol car popped into gear and
rolled out in front of her.
According to the Kentucky
State Police, Graham tried to
avoid the car but struck the front
driver's side.
Graham was treated and
released at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Capt. William Cullop had
parked his patrol car by the Bradley Book Company on Chestnut
Street.
Police Chief Larry Elkins said
the 1991 Ford was parked on a
slight hill, but he is not sure what
caused it to jump into gear.
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Elkins said no recall notices
have been received from the
company.
"We plan to have all the cars
checked to see if there is any
problem. We usually trade cars
every 24 months, but since we
hadn't had any problems with
them, I was going to try to
squeeze a couple of more months
out of them," Elkins said.
The other accident occurred at
5 p.m. while Sgt. Bobby Holmes
was responding to a shoplifting
call at K-Mart.
• TURN TO PAGE 2

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
The United States today offered
to send warplanes to shoot down
Serbian aircraft violating a flight
ban over Bosnia-Herzegovina,
but couldn't rally support from
powerful NATO allies.
Secretary of State Lawrence S.
Eagleburger made the offer at a
meeting of foreign ministers of
the 16 members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization,
Dutch Foreign Minister Hans van
den Brock said.
The Netherlands and Turkey
were the only countries to back
the U.S. proposal, which Eagleburger had expected to draw
wider support.
Eagleburger was not immediately available for comment.
As NATO allies balked at taking action against the Serbs, BBC
radio in London reported the
Bosnian Serb leader warned that
U.N. troops in Bosnia may be
attacked if Western nations try to
enforce the ban.
The Serbs' self-proclaimed
parliament, meanwhile, was scheduled to meet in a session today
that their leader has said will
declare an end to the fighting.
Van den Brock said he saw
"great hesitancy" to enforce the
flight ban among other allies,
who feared an escalation of the
war and retaliation against U.N.
peacekeepers on the ground.
Radovan Karadzic, the chief of
Bosnia's Serbs, warned that military action against Serb planes
could force him to declare that
U.N. forces delivering humanitarian aid in Bosnia are hostile, the

IN MEMORY OF A FRIEND
•
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Murray-Calloway County Vocthe
from
and
class
educators
Prep
Tech
Students from the Functional
ational School joined the family of the late Chuck Borders in planting a Bradford pear tree in his
honor. Kim Parker, his sister, and Jackie and Shirley Carpenter, his parents are pictured far left.
The family was given a plaque made by students from the vo-tech school and Dennis Harper, a
pastor from Poplar Spring Baptist Church, said a few words and a prayer. Borders, who died April
6, 1992, was a student at Murray Middle School and the Murray-Calloway County Vocational
School.
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BBC reported today.
Van den Brock said he hoped
the U.N. Security Council, which
declared the ban, would order its
enforcement.
"We feel that the time of talking can always continue but not
the time of non-compliance," he
said.
But German Foreign Minister
Klaus Kinkel repeatedly stressed
the nations should exercise
restraint for fear innocent people
would be hurt in retaliation.
Britain, which has some 2,500
troops guarding aid convoys in
Bosnia, has been the most reluctant to take steps that would put
the soldiers at risk.
Last z.,:ek, NATO foreign
ministers said they would be willing to intervene militarily, but
only if asked by the United
Nations. NATO military aides
have begun drawing up contingency plans in case the alliance is
pressed by the U.N. Security
Council for further action.
War broke out in Bosnia after
majority Muslims and Croats voted for independence in February
from Serb-dominated Yugoslavia,
over the objection of ethnic
Serbs. At least 17,000 people
have died and well over 100,000
are reported missing.
In October, the United Nations
declared the no-fly zone in an
attempt to curb the bloodshed,
but U.N. observers have spotted
Serbs violating the ban at least
225 times in November and early
December. They say, however,
that none of the flights have been
used for combat.
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Trade deficit improves but
unemployment claims rise

Allison Photography
607 S. 4th, Murray 753-8809

4 Neec free information on
studentfinancial- aid.?
Contact:
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050US 127 South, Suit* 102
Frankfort. Kentucky 40001-4323

WASHINGTON (Al)) — The
U.S. trade deficit improved dramatically in October, narrowing
to $7.03 billion as American
exports climbed to an all-time
high, the government said today.
The Commerce Department
said the October deficit, the lowest since June, was 18 percent
below September's deficit of
$8.57 billion and reflected the
fact that imports declined slightly
while exports rose by $1.5
billion.
More than half of the export
improvement came in just two
categories, civilian aircraft,
which rose by $526.6 million,
and telecommunications equipment, which was up $329.2
million.
Analysts were taken by surprise by the size of the deficit
decline. Many had been forecasting that the trade gap would
remain stuck around S8 billion in
October.
However, analysts said the

October improvement did not
change their long-range forecasts
that the t*:-S___Erade deficit is
headed higher as an improving
Amencan economy sucks in more
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&II Cherry of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate
for the position of Mayor of Murray in the 1993 primary

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE RACE
Charles H Duncan of RI 6 Murray has filed the necessary papers to
become a candidate tor the position of Calloway County Magi ;trate. District
1, in the 1993 primary

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE RACE
Bobby Stubblefield of RI 4 Murray has filed the necessary papers to
become a candidate for the position of Calloway County Magistrate, District
3, in the 1993 pnmary

HEARING HELD IN SHOOTING OF TROOPER
A preliminary hearing was held Tuesday in McCracken District Court into the
Dec 5 shooting of Kentucky State Police Trooper Steve Wright Judge Jed
Hines found probable cause and sent the case to the Grand Jury set for
Jan 15 Roger A Jones, who has been charged in the shooting, was denied
a reduction in his bond and remains lodged in the county lad on a $1 million
bond Jones, 45. was charged with attempted murder, first-degree assault
and wanton endangerment Wright and McCracken County Deputy Sheriff
Terry Long responded to a reported domestic disturbance. A party was
going on when Jones and his girlfriend got into an argument When the
officers arnved, Jones was hiding under a car and fired a 12-gauge shotgun
at Wright, The trooper was hit in the right arm and chest Wright was wearing a bullet-proof vest at the time

IE-MART REPORTS SHOPLIFTER

Cheryl L. Pritchett, Route 9, Benton, was arrested at 3 p m Wednesday
when K-Mart personnel stopped her from exiting the store with concealed
merchandise

•Two accidents...

Boysen asks superintendents
to review safety standards
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen plans to
ask school superintendents to
make sure safety standards in student dismissal policies are tough
enough.
Many districts are already considenng tighter policies following
the abduction and slaying of
10-year-old Scotty Baker in Clay
County.
In fetters to be mailed this
week, Boysen will ask superintendents to meet with principals,
teachers and parents to go over
the policies.
In Clay County, school officials will meet with parents from
throughout the county to develop
tougher rules. And they will look
harder at protecting students
when they leave at the end of the

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
pig* wiggly

?Heel Equipment
Co., Inc.

imports and export sales falter in
the face of spreading weakness in
big overseas markets such as Europe and Japan.
Indeed': while the overall deficit declined during October,
America's trade deficit with
Japan was up a sharp 11.7 percent to S4.96 billion, the largest
imbalance between the two
nations in almost four years.
In another economic report, the
Labor Department said that new
claims for unemployment benefits rose for the first time in four
weeks in early December. The
level of applications for jobless
benefits climbed by 22,((X) to
347,000 for the week ending Dec.
5. primarily reflecting the fact
that claims officeg•had one extra
day to process applications as
compared to the previous
holiday-shortened week.
Through October, the U.S.
trade deficit is running at an
annual rate of S$1.3 billion, a
significant deterioration from last
year's deficit of S65.4 billion.
Analysts believe that the trade
gap will widen even further in
1993, climbing above SIO0 billion again.
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school day, as well as when they
leave during the day.
Other schools are sticking to
the policies they have. But after
Scotty Baker's abduction, they
are keeping a closer eye on their
students.
"Any school that didn't review
their procedures after that event
... something would have to be
wrong," said Jim Jackson,
Woodford Cotinty superintendent.
In addition to a sign-out policy, Jessamine County might
require adults to have a picture
ID and a Social Security number
before checking students out.
The abduction sent a ripple
through Kentucky schools.
Woodford County has a strict
policy: Schools will not release
students to anyone other than
parents unless parents give them
oral or written permission.
But even with tough policies,
"I can assure you it's not a failsafe system," Jackson said.
Large groups of students have
to walk to and from buses. Others
walk home and disappear from
sight quickly.
Boyscn's letter offers several
suggestions, taken from national
and state school boards and the
Jefferson County school system.
Boysen said Scotty Baker's
slaying has driven home the fact
that all of Kentucky's 640,0(X)
students are vulnerable, no matter
where they live.
''We used to associate this
kind of problem with troubled
areas," he said. "But now we all
have to worry about it.

FROM PAGE 1
According to the police report.
Holmes was traveling north on
4th Street with emergency lights
and siren on.
While he was attempting to
pass a vehicle, the car turned left
into his path.
There were no injuries. The
state police also investigated that

accident.
Eventually, Alberline Thcus,
26, of Paris, Tenn., was arrested
and charged with shoplifting after
K-Mart personnel observed her
conceal S62.95 worth of merchandise in her purse, according
to police reports.
The report stated that Theus
"caused a disturbance after she
was detected."

Conservatives give grudging
nod to Clinton's conference
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Conservative economists — the folks who
weren't invited — gave
President-elect Clinton's big economic conference grudging
respect as an artful political exercise, even if they didn't like the
tone of its economics.
Some groused on Wednesday,
however, that, in calling for
advice, Clinton revealed that he
doesn't know what to do to spur
the economy, his campaign
claims notwithstanding.
"Bill Clinton ran as the candidate who had a plan to 'grow the
economy,— said Dan Mitchell of
the conservative Heritage Foundation, who calls himself a freemarket economist.
"If he had such a wonderful
plan, why did he need this
conference?"
Paul Craig Roberts, a champion of supply-side economics
when he was assistant Treasury
secretary in the Reagan administration, said the conference
may have the surprising effect of
making Clinton more
conservative.
"He jumped on the liberal
academics a couple of times and
responded to the bankers, who
said if you don't regulate us so
much we can help the country,"
Roberts said. "Clinton picked up
on that."
Liberal economists who participated, he said, proposed taxing
medical benefits and gasoline.
"These are things that would
reduce people's living standards
to feed the big-city mayors and
the teachers," he said. "I think it
was instructive for Clinton in that
way."
In letters to C-SPAN, the cable
television network, and to CNN
and National Public Radio,
Senate Republican Leader Bob

Dole and House Republican
Leader Bob Michael complained
of their "staggering commitment
of broadcasting time" to an event
whose costs were paid by the
Democratic National Committee.
They said they hoped "the Republican Party can command the
same kind of respect, attention
and comprehensive coverage for
our own issue-based events in the
future."
But other conservatives said
the conference of businessmen,
labor leaders, educators, economists and advocates helped the
country — even if, at the same
time, it helped Clinton.
"It was an educational effort
to acquaint the public with the
seriousness of the problems facing us," said Murray Weidenbaum, who served in the Nixon
and Reagan administrations as an
economic adviser.
"I thought it was useful. It
gave the president-elect a chance
to show his grasp of the issues,"
Weidenbaum said.
"He's a bright, well-informed
guy. What we don't know — the
acid test — is his ability to Make
tough choices."
And Herbert Stein, an economic adviser in the Nixon White
House, said the event came off
much better than he had
expected. He had envisioned a
shouting match, a circus of special interests.
In fact, "the people who spoke
were articulate and generally
moderate and I thought Mr. Clinton showed a great grasp," Stein
said.
But, he noted, no one was
. there to represent his view"— that
"you don't have to do anything
about propping up the economy."
Stein is a monetarist, who holds
that economic stability and
growth are determined primarily
by the maintenance of a steady
rate of growth in the supply of
money.
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Report offers glimpse

N°v- ol thc World

of state's waterways
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's streams offer plenty
of places to fish and more,
according to a new report.
"If someone's interested in
wildlife and fishing and canoeing, they can find a stream that
meets all those different criteria," said Scou Hankla, project
director for the "Kentucky Rivers Assessment."
The assessment, a 264-page
report that offers a comprehensive source of information about
Kentucky's rivers and streams,
can be a useful guide for fishing
enthusiasts and environmental
groups, Hankla said.
The report also says most of
the best unspoiled streams are in
eastern Kentucky, while the best
river bottoms for farming are in
the central and western parts of
the state.
The assessment can also be
used by government agencies and
grassroots groups interested in
preserving rivers, said Hankla,
who works for the state Division
of Water. The assessment is a
joint project of the Division of
Water and the National Parks
Service,
More than 100 people worked
for three years on the assessment,
which looked at 38,573 miles of
rivers and streams. The assessment evaluates rivers based on

Carroll's company
received money
from state agency
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state agency that oversees a
fund to clean up underground
gasoline tanks awarded $65,663
to a company whose officers
include former Gov. Julian Carroll, a longtime friend of agency
head lack Hall.
State officials say there is no
conflict of interest. Carroll has
said he would deal with agency
staff and not with Hall to avoid
any perceived conflict. He could
not be reached for comment.
The Petroleum Storage Tank
Environmental Assurance Fund
Commission awarded the money
Tuesday to Keystops Inc., a chain
of convenience stores based in
Frankfort. Keystops has hired
Gregory & Associates to clean up
leaking tanks in Lawrenceburg,
Louisville and Pendleton.
Carroll is secretary and general
counsel for Gregory & Associates, which has its headquarters
at Carroll's Frankfort law office.
Hall, a top aide during the Carroll administration, was chief
political fund-raiser for Gov. Brereton Jones, who named Hall to
head the commission Oct. 16.
Murray Ledger & Times
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AMERICA SPLIT OVER BAN ON MILITARY GAYS

agricultural lands, botanical
resources, corridor character, cultural resources, fish, geologic and
scenic features, boating, water
quality, water supply and
wildlife.
Kentucky has about 89,000
miles of rivers and streams.
About 37,500 miles flow yearround, ranking Kentucky 14th
nationally in stream miles.
Some highlights of the assessment included:
*For urban rivers that worked
best with the cities they passed
through, the Ohio was far and
away the best.
•194 rivers covering 3,475 miles
were found to have endangered,
threatened or rare species of fish
or other animals.
'The palisades of central Kentucky gave the Kentucky River
the highest ranking for geologic
features. Three other rivers that
scored high are out of sight. They
are the Echo, Logsdon and
Hawkins rivers, which flow
through portions of Mammoth
Cave.
• • • •
Copies of "Kentucky Rivers
Assessment" are available from
Scott Hankla, Kentucky Division
of Water, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. The cost if $10 a
copy. Make checks payable to
Kentucky State Treasurer.

NEW YORK — Americans are split evenly over lifting the ban on homosexuals in the armed forces, but those who would exclude gays are more likely
to be entrenched in their opinion, an Associated Press poll found Forty-five
percent said lesbians arid gay men should be forbidden from joining, while
44 percent said they should be allowed into the military. The rest were not
sure or would not answer the question The same split occurred when
Americans were asked how to treat those already in uniform who are discovered to be homosexual 44 percent said the military should continue discharging homosexuals, 46 percent said that practice should stop. Among
those who are gay or know someone who is gay, 55 percent say the armed
forces should allow homosexuals. But 55 percent of those with no personal
connection say the armed forces should forbid homosexuals. The margin of
sampling error is plus or minus 3 percentage points for the poll of 1,005
adults by ICR Survey Research Group of Media, Pa., part of AUS
Consultants

FDA MAY NOT REQUIRE MORE RU-486 TESTS

Dixieland 11
Center
Do you remember when value and quality
of meat was so important? Well It still Is at
Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe.

Prime Rib Roast
Fresh

FOREMAN TO STEP INTO SITCOM RING

Pond Raised

LOS ANGELES — Go ahead. Laugh at George Foreman. He wants you to
The 43-year-old heavyweight boxer is stepping into the television comedy
ring in a pilot for a new series, "George." He's a former boxer in the show,
but an active one in real life — so he'll split time between the training room
and the studio. "I'm looking for something equally challenging as boxing.
This is it," the former champ, who's training for a Jan. 16 bout against Pierre
Coetzer in Reno, Nev., said Wednesday. The two-career schedule keeps
down his cheeseburger consumption, said the wisecracking Foreman, who
long ago lost the battle of the bulge. While Foreman has already shown he
can get laughs in real life, he has found it's tough to be funny on cue.
"When I get into the ring, no matter what happens, I know I've got my left
jab," he said after a day of rehearsing for the series he hopes will air on
ABC. "For the first time, I'm at the mercy of other pros." Among them is the
series' executive producer, boxer-turned-actor Tony Danza. He's obviously
the right man for the job: Danza set up a studio gym, complete with sparring
ring and punching bag, so Foreman can train for his bout against Coetzer.

3.99
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U.S.D.A. Choice

WASHINGTON — In a move that could speed the introduction of nonsurgical abortions in the Untied States, the Food and Drug Administration
says it may not require further tests if a company seeks to sell the abortion
pill RU-4.86. The FDA, in a letter released Wednesday, said clinical trials of
the drug already conducted in Europe "may well be sufficient to permit an
adequate review" of the drug by the federal agency_ The move was hailed in
Congress as all but inviting the French manufacturer of the drug, Roussel
Uclaf, to apply for permission to market the drug, or to license a U.S. company to do so. "With this letter, the FDA is clearing a path for quick approval, and is removing the regulatory roadblocks to permitting this drug into the
United States," said Rep. Ron Wyden, 0-Ore.
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Law applies to tribal members only

DANIEL T. PARKER

Now and then a law comes
along that perfectly epitomizes
Managing Editor
the sorry state of the U. S. ConALICE ROUSE
gess. More in sorrow than in
General Mana,ger
anger, let me nominate a law that
most Amencans have never heard
of. It is the Indian Arts and
'Where there is no vision. the people perish.
Crafts Act of 1990. The act itself
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
is a work of an — the political
Art.
Public Law 101-644, as it is
officially known, was cobbled
together by a special interest
group, the makers and sellers of
Indian jewelry. Their purpose
was to protect their market in
domestic Indian crafts from the
Dear Editor
competition of cheap imitations
about the prop1 last wrote to alert the people of Calloway County
produced in Asia.
Everyone needs to
osed garbage transfer station on Kentucky Lake.
This defensible objective soon
ing
classify
es is
know that the Kentucky Cabinet for Natural Resourc
d beyond the realm of
expande
and
Rule"
by
"Permit
the proposed transfer station in the category of
Eventually it embraced
jewelry.
issuance of the
this requires no public hearing pnor to approval and
produced by those who
"art"
all
es
Resourc
Natural
permit. It appears at this time that the Cabinet for
ly "Indian." Rep. Jon
certifiab
are
.
received
are
protests
intends to issue the permit no matter how many
worked up a bill
Anzona
of
Kyl
attorney,
have talked with David Hamngton, Calloway County
final passage by
to
it
steered
and
for
asking
n
Frankto
and he indicated to me he is willing to file suit in
hectic hours of
the
in
vote
voice
Resources to prevent its
an injunction against the Cabinet for Natural
1990.
27,
Oct.
,
Saturday
e
we can challeng
issuing the transfer station permit. I behese that
of the conday
last
the
was
It
a
—
facility
them on their treatment of one type of waste handling
Not half a
session.
al
gression
handling
waste
of
types
transfer station — differently from other
dozen members had any idea of
waste handling
— such as a landfill — and not requiring that all
what they were voting on. Presipermit
to
prior
Plan
facilities be addressed in the county's Solid Waste
Bush signed the bill on Nov.
dent
and capncious on
application or permit approval. This seems arbitrary
2). It it a fair assumption that he
its face.
had no idea of what was in the
that he support a
- Please contact your county magistrate and ask
bill either. On its face, the act
authorizing the counresolution by the Calloway County Fiscal Court
d to be politically correct.
appeare
an
for
asking
ty attorney to file suit in Franklin County Circuit Court
is
good- for the Indians is
What
issuing
from
es
Resourc
injunction to prevent the Cabinet for Natural
the United States, and
for
good
such time as the
any solid waste permits in Calloway County until
forth.
so
has
Plan
Waste
question of equity treatment under the county Solid
My attention recently was
been addressed by the court system.
to the act by the Thomas
drawn
Me I s in B Henley
Murray
Street,
1305 South 16th

WALTER L. APPERSON

Letters to thc Editor

Challenging transfer station

Potentialfor tragedy exists
Dear Editor:
Concerning the proposed waste transfer station being Ikkated Ufl
Kentucky Lake, I wholeheartedly agree that this permit application
must be opposed in every way possible. However. I see a potential
tragedy that would reach beyond Murray and Callov.a County
Please consider the regional impact if one of these bales of garbage
should be dropped into Kentucky Lake, or, heaven forbid. if one of
these loaded barges should sink in the lake
The damaging or destruction of the lake ecosystem would bring
economic disaster to the fishing, resort, and tounsm industries of this
region We must use every means at our disposal to fight the issuance
of this permit, and stop this nsky business before it gets started
Shelhs
1625 Miller, Murray
Express your feelings over the proposed transfer station to
Caroline P. Haight, Director
Division of Waste Management
14 Reilly Road
Frankfort, KY 40601

Mis-use ofBiblical directives

•

•
f

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated cdtunnist
Jefferson Center in Charlottesville, Va. The center which exists to
protect freedom of expression, is
going to bat for Jeanne Walker
Roma of Oktaha, Okla.
There is no question in fact
that Ms. Rorex is Indian. There is
only a question at law. The
41-year-old Cherokee artist has
won all kinds of regional awards
for her paintings. She is
descended from a family that is
well known in the world of
Indian art. Her late uncle, sculptor Willard Stone, was honored
by the Cklahoma Hall of Fame
for his work.
But under the 1990 act, Jeanne
Rorex cannot exhibit or sell her
paintings without risking — get
this — a fine of not more than Si
million and not more than 15
years in prison.
This is because the term
"Indian," under the 1990 act,
means "any individual who is a
member of an Indian tribe or is
certified as an Indian artisan by
an Indian tribe." Ms. Rorex is not
a tribal member. She probably
could get herself certified, but as
a matter of principle she has

refused to petition the Cherokee
council.
Her point is that many true
Indian artists cannot obtain certification under the act. Their
ancestral tribes dissolved long
ago. No authority remains by
which they could obtain certification. They may produce works of
Indian art as fine as any produced
by a certified Indian, but they arc
locked out of the market as if
they were con artists and fraud.
Ironically, many artists without
a drop of Indian blood may be
certifiably "Indian" under the
law. These arc the descendants of
Caucasians who managed by chicanery to get on the famous — or
infamous — Dawes Rolls. These
rolls, compiled about 19(X), purported to list every American
Indian who might qualify for an
allotment of land. By the time the
rolls appeared, hundreds of tribal
governments had disappeared.
Ms. Rorex asserts that some
descendants of Kickapoos, Potawatamis, Cheyennes, Sioux, Arapahoes, Blackfect and others have
thus been legislated out of artistic
existence. Today 318 federally

recognized tribes remain in the
lower 48 states, about 200 in
Alaska. Their members may qualify for health and welfare benefits through CDIB cards (Certification of Degree of Indian
Blood).
The whole affair awakens
echoes of the bad old days in the
American South, when the census
counted mulattoes, quadroons and
octaroons. In Virginia "any discernible trace" of Negro blood
made one legally a Negro, and
thus effectively barred him from
most civil rights. Under Indian
custom, blood quantum sometimes is determined through the
mother. The child of a full-blood
Indian father and a EuroAmerican mother may not be
called Indian at all and may have
no tribal rights. Bizarre.
At this moment, Ms. Rorex and
others have been barred from the
major American Indian Heritage
competition at the Philbrook
Museum in Tulsa next month.
The Thomas Jefferson Center is
prepared to take the issue to
court. In Congress, Sens. Dave
Boren of Oklahoma and Jeff
Bingaman of New Mexico have
expressed sympathy toward a
revision of the ,I990 act.
In my own view, certified
Indians have no right to impose a
closed shop on non-certified
Indians. If this cozy little monopoly isn't classic restraint of
trade, it ought to be.

Perspective on Politics

GOP tries to headfor mainstream
By WALTER R. MEARS
Assaelsted Press Nevis Analysis
WASHINGTON — It's almost
a reflex In defeat. middle-road
Republicans are organizing to try
to pull the party toward the mainstream, an elusive and uncharted
course that's been debated for
decades.
Another generation of GOP
moderates is taking its turn now,
founding the Republican Majority
Coalition in an attempt to shelve
divisive issues like abortion
rights as conservative-pressed
tests of party loyalty.
The new outfit is laying claim
to the mainstream just as its forebears did, and just as conservatoes insisted then and now that
their ideas reflect the real majority in a basically conservative
party.
The conservatives argue that
President Bush lost the election
not because of Conservatism, but
because he veered from the low
ux, limited government course
set by Ronald Reagan and never
got hack to-a("
While specific issues have differed, the struggle over party philosophy has changed little in the
30 years since conservative Barry
Goldwater tned to wrest party
leadership from the liberal eastern Republicans personified by

Dear Editor.
Responding to the recent letter in your newspaper ca;,tioned "Will
homosexuality destroy us?"(Murray Ledger & Times. De, 2 with its
selected Bible references, and the writer's fear of school teachers'
influence:
No teacher — or parent — can "influence" a person it, 'become"
homosexual. Everyone is born of a heterosexual union, set some
homosexuals are produced. Obviously being raised bs heterosexual
parents does not make a person heterosexual or homosexual Neither
does any education about or by gays change a heterosexual into a
homosexual. As a counselor, 1 can attest that most homosexuals knew
they were "different" from about as early as can be remembered.
Unfortunately. since 30-40 percent of teen suicides invoke confusion
over sexual onemation, we can conclude that it is a lack of education
that is at fault, not "role models."
Why God created approximately 10 percent of His people
homosexual is one of the mysteries of Divine Wisdom. But, being
born homosexual is a proven physiological truth — pot a "lifestyle
choice." Even uninformed heterosexuals who are deficient in modem
medical knowledge must ask who would "choose" to be so different
as to be often ostracized by family, society, and churches that actually
perpetuate bigotry. (Sadly, it's sometimes almost embarrassing to
of God."
admit to being a Chrisuan!) Jesus said we are "all Sons
too.
uals
homosex
and
xuals,
heterose
Jews,
Blacks,
"All" means
nonof
message
Jesus'
Would that the Bible-quoters could heed
"good stuff!"
judgment and love! They never seem to quote the
Many of man's writings included in the Bible's manuscripts are
often misunderstood, or were the results of ancient limited knowledge
reflecting the views of their times. To trot out fragments of these as
"gospel" for self-serving purposes is unintelligent and uninformed.
Wrapping Scripture around bigotry does not make for a tidy package!
In the Bible we arc told to worship on Saturday: breaking the Sabbath was punishable by death (Exodus 31:14). Yet Jesus had a totally
different view (Mark 2:27). Genesis carries two distinct versions of
the creation story. In Exodus, God (supposedly) told the elders after
they conquered a certain village to "take the young maidens for themselves." Jewish scribes wrote also that God proclaimed them "the chosen people" Paul later exhorted women to not cut their hair, to not
adorn themselves, and to be silent in "things of the church." (He had
recently had his "born-again" experience, but later grew past that as
his subsequent, more spiritually-mature wntings show.)
These constitute a minute sampling of "Biblical directives" one can
find. And to use the Sodom and Gomorrah story against homosexuals
alone is a total misreading of the account Notice, too, that those who
"use" that story always fail to recount the rest: i.e., that Lot (the
"hero") offered his two virgin daughters to two visitors (Genesis
19.8) Ain't THAT "Biblical"! So much for ancient views of right and
wrong!
I conclude that it is actually mis-using the Bible to perpetuate lies
and prejudices that will "destroy us" as the writer fears! I fear that
failing to follow Jesus' lessons of rxxijudgment, love, and the honoring of all mankind as equal creations of God could "destroy" Christianity by those who warp or ignore its Divine message. No sect, even
Christianity. can survive when the true word of God, as taught by
Jesus the Christ, is either lost Of used to blaspheme anyone whom God
has created, as He created them.
Dr Dal Turner
PO Box 1. Laguna Rea( h ( A ().'6S2

Nelson A. Rockefeller.
After Goldwater's ticket was
trounced in 1964, GOP moderates
organized as Republicans for
Progress for the drive to reclaim
party leadership. Denied a lease
on GOP headquarters, the Goldwater wing set up the oval Free
Society Association to press the
cause of the Republican right.
Neither outfit lasted long. One
moderate GOP organization that
has is the Ripon Society, formed
in 1962 as a forum for progressive Republican ideas and still at
it, although never a powerhouse.
When Gerald R. Ford lost the
presidency in 1976, he tried to
pull factions together at a symbolic White House meeting that
included Reagan on the right and
Rockefeller on the left.
Ford said the party had enough
ideological leeway to encompass
them, and that they planned a
national coordinating committee
to rebuild the GOP. Nothing
came of that, arid Reagan later set
up his own outfit, Citizens for the
Republic, as he began building
the conservative coalition that
won the White House in 1980
and kept it Republican for 12
years.
Now the moderates are back,
arguing that conservative ideologues hurt and perhaps crippled
Bush's bid for a second term.

Outgoing Rep. Tom Campbell of
California, director of the Republican Majority Coalition, said
the aim is to broaden the party
and make it more inclusive.
That's been in the vocabulary
of the debate all these years. So
have such phrases as "progressive conservatism," Sen. Nancy
Kassebaum's description of the
organization's tenets. New York
GOP Chairman Richard Rosenbaum said Republicans "must
become the party of the big
tent." The new coalition will
work to "move our party back to
its mainstream," consultant
Roger J. Stone said, a term that
echoes the long-ago Rockefeller
presidential campaigns.
"We believe issues such as
abortion, mandatory school prayer, homosexuality ... and similar
questions ... should be left to the
conscience of individuals," the
moderate coalition's founding
statement said.
That collides with the agenda
of the religious right, a growing
force in party councils. The
Christian Coalition, led by
evangelist Pat Robertson, has
mobilized to win party offices
beginning at precinct and county
levels, and is said to he active in
all 50 states.
The new organization of GOP
moderates is patterned on a

Democratic model that worked.
The Democratic Leadership
Council was founded in 1985 as a
counterforce to liberal dominance. President-elect Clinton
was part of that movement, and
stepped aside as DLC chairman
to launch his winning campaign.
At the Heritage Foundation,
President Edwin J. Feulner Jr.
said in his annual appraisal of the
state of conservatism that Clinton
won by convincing voters "he
had moved the Democratic Party
into the moderate-center mainstream," while Bush was forsaking the course set by Reagan.
"There are no permanent victones in Washington," Feulner
said. "Much of what Reagan
accomplished in his eight years,
Bush undid in four.
"There are no permanent
defeats in Washington either," he
added. "If we are wise enough,
well organized enough and persistent enough — as the big government liberals were during the
Reagan and Bush years — we
can advance the .conservative
agenda even during the Clinton
presidency."
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president
and columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than .10 years.)

Everyone's lookingfor a consensus
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Consensus is a wonderful thing. We all
agree on that, nght?
If politics is the art of compromise, then consensus is the
canvas on which the art is pertrayed. Sometimes, however, the
politician's natural instinct to
reach a consensus means the
compromises necessary are merely a sellout to those unable or
unwilling to shoulder the responsibility of acting decisively and
effectively.
Last month a special task force
of the General Assembly surprised everyone by proposing a
truly sweeping code of ethics for
public officials 'In Kentucky.
After fits and starts for months,
the task force came up with prohibitions against everything from
political action committees to
revolving-door officeholder/
lobbyists and speaking fees.
It adopted the famous "no-cup rule against a public
-coffee"
of
official taking practically anything of value from lobbyists,
businesses and groups that hire
lobbyists and companies that
have Or want government contracts. It's about as close to ideal
as Kentucky is ever to come in
laying down hard and fast rules
to clean up the scandals that are
rocking the General Assembly

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
and more than a few courthouses
and city halls across the
commonwealth.
Now, everybody is looking for
a consensus on the issue,
although exactly how hard
they're working is anyone's
guess. Gov. BrCret011 JOIlts promises to call a special legislative
session to pass the ethics code
when legislative leaders tell him
they've got a consensus on what
to enact.
Legislative leaders don't want
to do anything until they've got a
consensus among the members of
the House and Sepate,on what to
enact.
Well, since the code proposed
is aimed largely at senators and
representatives who've been
wined and dined by lobbyists for
generations, been paid hundreds
of dollars to attend and speak at
lobbyists' meetings and been lavishly showered with campaign
contnbutions from special inter-

ests come election time, we could
be well into the next millenium
before a consensus is reached on
all these troublesome new rules.
That would be especially true
if it weren't for the swarm of FBI
agents and federal prosecutors
nosing around the legislative process in Kentucky, the charges of
bribery, extortion, perjury and, in
the case of the sitting speaker of
the House, racketeering.
Obviously, this ethics issue
won't just go away like a bad
case of the winter flu.
That's why the House and
Senate leaders ought to tell Jones
to issue the call and get it over
with, especially before they have
to grapple with Jones' expected
health-care reform plan that will
generate all kinds of lobbying
activity.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose appeared last week to
recovisie that. COOSCIISLIS Or no
consensus, Rose said the General

Assembly should get on with it
"and let the chips fall where they
may."
Like the long-time smoker trying to quit cold turkey, it isn't
going to be easy for legislators to
wean themselves from mounds of
chilled shrimp and free premium
bourbon, trips to Las Vegas conventions, hundreds in extra
spending money for a meaningless speech or thousands in convenient campaign contributions.
That haunting thought must be
why reaching a consensus on the
subject isn't easy.
But there will be 23 new members in the House and Senate in
January. They're still relatively
untouched by the loose rules that
led some of their predecessors
into camera range in hotel rooms
where money changed hands. In
fact, those new members can be
something like mentors to their
legislative elders on how to dine
out in Frankfort on their own
money.
Otherwise, there's going to he
a suspicion that legislators don't
want to clean up their act all that
much, at least not as much as
their own task force proposed. In
that case, they shouldn't be surprised if the next General
Assembly freshman class is even
larger than this year's
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Crime movie boosts CBS ratings win

President of the Murray Woman's Club, Gerry Reed, presents
proceeds from the recent Art Auction Benefit to Assistant Superintendents of the city and county school systems, Nancy Lovett
and Willie Jackson. The Art Auction was initiated by the club this
year to enhance the arts programs of local public schools. Proceeds were dkided equally between the two school systems.

race
LOS ANGELES (AP) — CBS won the latest TV ratings
"Murseries
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with a crime movie starring Patty Duke, the detecti
Minutes."
der, She Wrote" and the venerable newsmagazine "60
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Doc. 7-13
week
the
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-watch
most
CBS was the
Tuesday
d
release
figures
to
ng
with a 13.0 average rating, accordi
by the A.C. Nielsen Co.
Each
ABC was second with 12.6, and NBC was third with 10.6.
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s Show"
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"60
A repeat of ABC's "Roseanne" was No. 3. behind
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18th.
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folABC was first in network news with a 12.2 average rating,
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Mariah Carey receives
six music nominations
New artist: Arrested DevelopBEVERLY HILLS, Calif.(AP)
ment, Jodeci, Kris Kross.
pack
the
led
Carey
— Mariah
Country
with six nominations for the 20th
Male artist: Garth Brooks, Billy
Annual American Music Awards, Ray Cyrus, Vince Gill and Alan
followed by Michael Jackson and Jackson.
Female artist: Reba McEntire,
Kris Kmss with five each.
Morgan, Tanya Tucker and
Lorrie
Ray
Billy
on
Country sensati
a.
Wynonn
Cyrus got four nominations TuesBand, duo or group: Alabama,
a
Vaness
day and Garth Brooks,
Brooks & Dunn and Sawyer Brown.
Single: "The River," Garth
Williams and the groups Genesis,
Breaky Heart," Billy
Arrested Development and TLC Brooks; "Achy
"I Still Believe in You,"
Cyrus;
Ray
each got three.
Vince Gill.
Winners of 25 awards in popAlbum: "The Chase," Garth
rock, country, soul-rhythm and Brooks; "Some Gave All," Billy Ray
blues, adult contemporary, heavy Cyrus; "For My Broken Heart,"
metal-hard rock and rap-hip hop Reba McEntire.
New artist: Brooks & Dunn, Billy
will be announced Jan. 25 during Ray Cyrus and Wynonna.
the
from
an ABC-TV special
Heavy Metal-Hard Rock
Shrine Auditorium in Los
Artist: Del Leppard, Metallica and
Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Angeles.
New artist: Mr. Big, Pearl Jam
Bobby Brown, Gloria Estcfan
Ugly Kid Joe.
and
threethe
host
will
na
Wynon
anti
Rap-Hlp Hop
hour show.
Artist: Kris Kross, Sir Mix-A-Lot
Winners will be selected by the and TLC.
New artist: Arrested Developpublic through a national sampling of approximately 20,000 morn, Kris Kross and TLC.
record buyers. The sampling
takes into account geographic I- Calendar
location, age, sex and ethnicity.
The complete list of categories
and nominees included:
Pop-Rock
Male artist: Bryan Adams,
PROVIDED RV
Michael Bolton, Eric Clapton and
BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR TUE ARTS
Michael Jackson.
Murray,Calkoray County Chamber of Commerce
Female artist: Mariah Carey, Amy
a
/Dec. 17
Grant, Bonnie Raitt and Vaness
Williams.
Meeting - Calloway
Band, duo Of group: Genesis, Kris
Camera Club, free 7
County
Kross and U2.
ay County
Callow
p.m.,
II
Boyz
Single: "End of the Road,"
Public Library.
Men; "I'll Be There," Mariah Carey;
"Under the Bridge," Red Hot Chili
Peppers.
Dec. 17-23
Album: "Dangerous," Michael
Exhibit - Nathan B.
Kris
Out,"
Jackson; "Totally Krossed
Stubblefield, free, Wrather
Kross; "Achtung Baby," U2.
Develop
d
Arreste
West Kentucky Museum.
artist:
New
ment, Pearl Jam and TLC.
Exhibit - "Murray- -Soul-R&B
Calloway County Quilts,"
Male artist: Bobby Brown, Tevin
free. Approximately 40
Campbell, Michael Jackson and
quilts dating from the
Gerald Levert.
1880's will be on display at
Female artist: Mary J. Bilge, Marthe Wrather West Kentucky
iah Carey, Patti LaBelle and Vanessa Williams.
Museum.
Band, duo or group: Boyz II Men,
Exhibit - "Antiques,"
En Vogue and Jodeci.
at Wrather Museum.
free
Single: "Remember the Time,"
Michael Jackson; "Honey Love," R.
Dec. 24 - Jan. 3
Kelly and Public Announcement;
"Somebody Loves You Baby," Patti
All MSU Galleries will
LaBelle.
closed for the Christbe
Album: "Unplugged," Mariah
holiday.
mas
Carey; "Funky Divas," En Vogue;
}.}
.
Jackson
Michael
"Dangerous,"

We truly value your
friendship
and business
throughout the year.

Lyons Electric Inc.
616 S. 4th St.

753-4912

We appreciate your business and
look forward to a prosperous 1992.

Phillip Jones - Sales Representative

Yuletide
Greetings
We especially welcome
the opportunity to say
thank you for your
friendship and trust
throughout the year.
May this holiday be
inviting, inspirational
and totally enjoyed
by all.

IS COMING
TO TOWN WITH
VALUABLE COUPONS!

Dees
Bank
of Hazel
Hazel, Hy.
492-8136
Member FDIC

Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffet

Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Daily I
I
Sunday Noon-2 p.m.

Dinner 5-8:30 p.m.

*Good thru 12/24/92

$

Warm Wishes for a
De'light'ful Holiday!

and may the new year
bring you endless joys.

Two Pan-Perfect 12"
Loaded Pizzas

Specials Not Valid With
Any Other Special.

Chestnut
753-6656

Must Present Coupon
When Ordering

SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL ARTS

Season's
Greetings
from

Murray
Cablevision
Air Center

Burnette

Lochie
Barb
Marilyn
David
Mark

Tressa
Joey
Cindy
Marilynn Kathy
Max
Randy
Billy
Jason
Betty

Kathy

•1o

••
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JO'S DATEBOOK

Six newborns,
and dismissals
listed Tuesday
Six newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County, Hospital for Tuesday,
Dec. 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Survan baby boy, pixrents, Carolyn
and John, 700 OW* St , Benton.
Howard baby boy, parents, Jenne
and Darren, Rt 1, Box 716, Murray,
Bynum baby boy, mother. Brenda
C.00p4a. 1409 Diuguid Dr , Murray.
Hawkins baby boy. parents. Laura
and Kenneth. Rt 1, Box 93
Famungton,
Snyder baby girl. parents Bonnie
and Billy. Rt 5. Box 1055 Murray
Rogers baby girl, parents. Janice
and Brian. P 0 Box 87 New
Concord
Dismissats
1.ai Alma King. 202 South 16th St
Murray. Wes Pauione Davis, At 1. Box
35. Murray.
Charles Virgil Knott, At 1, Box 196.
lAtirray, Was Deborah Broach. 1104
Mulberry, Murray.
Mrs Hontas Houston, 1203 Crestwood Place, Murray. Mrs Glenna
Faye Hams. Rt 3. Box 162A, Murray.
Al Suiltvan, 1506 Canterbury Dr
lAurray Mrs Sarnia Pitman. 507 Carve
St , Murray
Phi Tarn Jotton, Rt 6, Box 309
Pans. Tenn Mrs Jacqueline Denies
and baby gin Rt 4 Box 237. Murray

kir

Jo Burkeen
urray Today editor

•00011L. .116
Stall Scott of Calloway County Sheriff's Department, standing
left. and his associate, Jamie Futrell, seated back right, spoke at a
meeting of the Hoard of Murray %%omen's Club.

Deputy Sheriff Scott discusses
Neighborhood Watch Program

out the city and county. Information may be obtained by calling
the Sheriff's office at 753-3151
Bargain Night
the City Police Department,
or
Is
Stan Scott of Calloway County
1.
753-162
Thursday Night!
Sheriff's Department and his
business included the
Other
at
associate. Jamie Futrell, spoke
ng:
followi
a meeting of the Board of Murray
The board voted by secret
'
Woman's Club held at Calloway
for the Club Woman of the
ballot
County Public Library.
the Murray Club. Gerry
for
Year
Deputy Sheriff Stan Scott dist, was chosen for
presiden
Reed,
Rent sour noiies•st the rninie.'.
cussed the Neighborhood Watch
honor;
this
1000 Chestnut • 75:1-:1311 :
Programs which are being estabOneida Boyd was chosen by
'
•
Open it:am to to.pni
ay
Callow
hout
throug
lished
the club as the Volunteer of the
County.
Year from the Murray club;
Scou said "the Neighborhood
'Elected Martha Andrus, preWatch program is one that
sent second vice president, to the
encourages neighbors to take
position of first vice president to
license numbers of cars engaged
the vacancy created by the
fill
% OFF CHRISTMAS ITEMS
in suspicious looking activities in
ation of Eva Morris
resign
19
Thurs.. Dec. 17 - Sat.. Dec.
communities and reporting
their
because of illness;
including Such Item, An:
sheriff or police
the
to
them
.Angela
'Heard a report from Barbara
s
Wreath
•Lhrtstmas Pottery •Decorated
department."
*Collectible Santa,'
, chairman of the Advisents
Brandon
*Ornam
s
Candle
•Pcppenrant
ory Board, concerning the new
Several neighborhoods have
roof and other repairs to the club
as
county
been organized in the
753-1462
Police
Murray
house;
city.
Downtown -Court Square
the
well as
'Heard reports from Lou Ann
Officer Melodic Jones hasNini•
This
city.
Philpot, recording secretary, and
d f. tiated those in the
Aili
1041"r "D'
A4t 41
X11411
3* OV,4
4
1
&"0)5
preto
d
Naomi Rogers, treasurer.
designe
program
national
The next meeting of the board
vent crime, has proven to be very
be Monday, Jan. 4, at noon
will
said.
effective. Scott
ay County Public
as
Callow
record
at
on
went
1992 Consumer Digest Rates
board
The
through
.
m
Library
progra
this
ng
endorsi
Designer

Have
With the holiday season come parties, projects, events, etc.
g
plannin
into
go
that
work
of
hours
many
the
of
you ever thought
up
comes
and
e
these events. The one in charge tries to please everyon
someone will
with a "migraine" or "sick tummy" because invariably
that person
choose
you
did
why
or
way
that
this
do
say, "why did you
it is
whether
events,
to be on program?" As we go to these holiday
the
er
rememb
party,
s
busines
or
club
a
dinner at Grandma's house or
a
charge
in
person
the
give
and
events,
these
into
gone
work that has
"thank you.-

MHS Class to help Richardsons
of Murray
Richie Richardson, a member of the 1977 graduating class
8, and
High School, and his wife, Jodi, and two young daughters, Amber,
Just
had
they
nt
apartme
their
in
fire
a
in
ngs
belongi
their
of
all
lost
6,
and
building
the
escaped
barely
family
The
Wash.
,
moved into at Tacoma
s are colwere unable to save any of their things. The 1977 class member
is now
lecting funds to send to Richie and his family. The Richardson family
Any one
98407.
WA
,
Tacoma
C4,
Apt.
St.,
Pearl
North
3815
at
residing
, or
wishing to make a donation is asked to call Susan Wry., Susan Brandon
Kelly Doran at 753-5515.

By JO BURKEEN
dummy Ledger a tiniest weft writer

Brooks Chapel plans holiday event
Christmas
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual Dexter off
Sunday, Dec. 20, at 6 p.m. The church is located east of a church
party
4i4;iway 1346. The public is invited to attend this special event,
member said.

Southwest meeting tonight

4twv#atig

stol

25

1itAr
••••.

Making
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site Based Decision
Council will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at the school. The agenda
will include the second reading of the proposed waiver of capsize regulaand
tions; first reading of proposed realignment of work day guidelines;
princiBarnes,
Kent
_
semester
second
the
for
s
schedule of SBDM meeting
ed perpal at Southwest, urges all members of the council and all interest
sons to attend the meeting.

Widows' lodge dinner Friday
its annual
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have
p.m. at
6.30
at
18,
Dec.
on
Friday,
widows
Masonic
the
for
holiday dinner
on
Roberts
Johnny
at
Road
er
Coldwat
the lodge hall on Highway 121 North,
need of
Road. This will be a potluck dinner for the members. Persons in Scott,
transportation to the dinner on Friday are asked to call Randall
759-4810, Joe Lasater, 753-4530, or Charles Tutt, 753-5413.

HOLLAND DRUGS

Is

[

Pfaff 1475 Creative
Sewing Machine #1!

-

SERVICE NEWS

Come in and see why!
Per

Hwy. 68 • Near 1-24
Exit 1116 Reidland. Ky.

SEWLNG MACHINE CO.

1-800-788-6106

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Ev•ry Saturday it Monday

DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

'

FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS

n,

ns & tuxedos.
Formal gow
(in stock now
Olympic Plaza
E a b g (.1).a st
Murray
753-1300

a.

Calloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed eight pounds four
ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Cindy

We would like to wish everyone a happy

holiday season. Thank you for another
successful year.

Black. A brother is Clint Edward
Forth, 4.
Grandparents are Mrs. Barbara
Forth and the late Harold Edward
Forth, and Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Black Jr. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Carlos Black Sr. and the law
Mr. Black Sr. and Mr. and Mrs.
Eldridge Swift.

Hopkins baby is born Dec. 10
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hopkins of
Rt. 3, Bolt 379C, Benton, are the
parents of a .daughter. Latoshia
Rhea Hopkins, born on Thursday,
Dec. 10, at 4:43 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed nine pounds nine
ounces and measured 21 inches.

The mother is the former Kimberly Henderson. A brother is
Kerry Lee Hopkins.
Grandparents are Jerry Lee and
Mary Sue Hopkins, Rt. 3, Murray, Annie Henderson, Walnut
Ct., Benton, and J.R. and Christ-

ine Henderson, Rt. 10, Benton.

SALE

CONTINUES...
Fri., Dec. 18th
Christmas Ornaments

50' Off!

Sat., Dec. 19th.... Christmas Greenery

50* OW.

( etcfediag Trona, W ram dm, Ga rla nd, Etc

Sun., Dec. 20th ... Christina, Decorations....501 Off!
Mon., Dec. 21st... Scented Products.....—.....20/ Off!

pelecle litortows

(•eutt,4,I andiceping

407 N. 12th St.

763-1726

UNIVERSITY PLAZA...ON CHESTNUT 0'1'.

•••• •

••
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•

k40,
,
77,401

•

7"""•"7-1•;"'
•

at 7 p.m.
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday. Dec. 21, Alvic will
at the home of Emily Wolfson, 310 North 14th St., Murray. Philis
All persons
lead a discussion of the book, A Doll's House by Henrik Ibsen.
on.
discussi
the
in
part
take
to
invited
are
who have road the book

Christmas Cantata at Kirksey
- The Kirksey United Methodist Church Choir will present a Chnstmas canDec. 20.
tat, The Song Proclaiming the Wondor of Christmas, on Sunday. public
to
at 6 p.m. at the church. The Rev Dan Leslie, pastor, invites thefollow the
tely
immedia
will
that
ip
fellowsh
of
time
a
arid
program
the
attend
presentation.

Shepperson offering service
The Rev. David Shepperson Jr. has a special service to otter to all
parents and children for the Christmas season. Rev. Shepperson and his
wife, the Rev Betty Shepperson, are interim pastors of First Presbyterian
Church. Rev. Shepperson said he was the recipient of a special Santa
Claus costume as a gift, and would like share his body and suit with any one
who would like to have Santa visit their home, school, church, club, etc. He
said this would be free of charge. Interested persons may call him at
753-3908 or 753-6460.

Singles Too plan events
Singles Too will have activities on Saturday, Dec. 19, and Monday, Dec.
21. The group will meet at 6 p.m. Saturday at the home of Carolyn Miller,
with
309 North Fourth St., Murray. This will be a Christmas potluck supper man
Christmas music and play. Each one should bnng a $5 gift that either a sinor woman could use for the Christmas Chinese Raffle. On Monday, the a
gles will meet at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family Restuwant, Murray with
group discussion planned. This is a support group for all single men and
women that have never been married, are separated, divorced Of widowed.
For more information call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly,
435-4228.

W.A.T.C.H. selling special tapes
WATCH.(work activities training center for the handicapped) is offering
musical cassette tapes, titled 'Drugs Are Wrong' through a limited special
get
promotion. They are fun to listen to, fun to sing with, and a fun way to
across a strong message to children between the ages 1 to 10. These tapers are produced locally through Lakewood Productions Music Group and
feature vocals by Jeremy Hunt and Laurie Jo Parker. The second side is
instrumental for children to create their own sing-along version The tapes
These
are available through W.A.T.C.H. at $5.99 each through Dec 16 3
may be purchased at the center at 702 Main, weekdays, 7:30 a m to p m
or call 759-1965.

GAs sponsoring card delivery
The GAs of First Baptist Church are providing boxes for Christmas cards
again this year The boxes are located in the lobby of the Educational Building, Persons may place your addressed Christmas cards in the appropriate
alphabetized boxes, and then are asked to place the equivalent amount of
the postage you would have spent in the collection box. This money will be
added to the Lottie Moon Christmas offering for Foreign Missions taken
each year at the holiday season.

MWC Cookbooks available for gifts

TWELVE DAYS
OF CHRISTMAS

LIVE
CHRISTMAS
TREES
•Cut Scotch Pine
Still Available
*Poinsettias

under the special Delayed Entry
Program (DEP) which allows
qualified applicants to delay, by
as much as one year, the date
they must report for active duty
after enlisting. He will report for
active duty in July 1993.
The CCHS senior will receive
his Army basic training at Fort
Knox, and will remain there for
his advanced individual training.
He will be able to continue his
education with the S10,800 G.I.
Bill.

Forth baby girl born Nov. 30
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Forth, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Brittney Lynn Forth, born on
Monday. Nov. 30, at Murray -

See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!
Mr. f-T

RODNEY W. DUKES, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Royce H. Dukes of
Murray. has enlisted for three
years in the United States Army
and will receive training as a
cavalry scout.
Dukes was assisted in choosing
his enlistment options by Staff
Sgt. Colin Nevile of U.S. Army
Recruiting Stauon, Paris, Tenn.
He is a senior at Calloway
County High School.
Dukes has enlisted in the Army

Great Books Group will meet Monday

recipes from
The Murray Woman's Club Cookbook is made up of the best
chairman
finance
Shay,
Parr
to
g
accordin
previous books, plus new ones,
book also contains
pnnted
large
extra
e,
450-pag
The
club.
Murray
the
of
Calloway County
pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and are available at
Books
tax.
sales
includes
which
The book is $15 per copy
Lace & Ivy, The
the Calloway County Public Library, Owen's Food Marker,
downtown
Treasure House, Santa's Attic, Pier 1 Imports, Bank of Murray
Calloway
Murrayand
Branch,
North
and
wn
downto
Bank
branch, Peoples
County Chamber of Commerce.

Hazel Decorating Contest planned
city of
The best decorated home and best decorated business in theprize. All
$50 cash
Hazel for the Christmas season will each be awarded a are
eligible and no
homes and businesses writhing the city limit's of Hazel and 23 This event
22
21,
Dec
on
done
be
will
Judging
entries are required
Hazel City Council
will be sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club and the

La Leche League meeting Friday
10 a m at Briton
A La Loch* League miring will be Friday, Dec 18, at is a breastfeed•
Lisagua
Lech*
La
Benton
Room,
Nursery
Christ
of
Church
plans to breastwig class, as well as, a nursing support group_ Anyone who
is invited to
past,
the
in
has
or
now
eding
feed in the future, is breastle
to attend La Lech'
attend AN siblings and grandmothers are also invited ments
will be served
League meets every third Friday of the month, RefreshRita, 1-527.2660
or
079,
1-354-6
Sharon,
cell
For more information

V

•

CALENDAR

FREE DRINK w/Purchase of Meal

Thursday, Dec. 17
Hazel Woman's Club/6:30
p.m./Ann's Country Kitchen,
Hazel.

Thursday, Dec. 17
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/162-1385.
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Nature's Bounty
Yogurt 82, Sandwiches
753-0575

1304B Chestnut Next to Papa John)
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Men's Stag Night/6:30
p.m./Murray Country Club.
Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
Church/potluck dinner/6 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

Friday, Dec. 18
Basketball games between
Calloway County and Murray
High Schools/Murray State University Racer Arena. Girls/6 p.m.
and Boys/8 p.m.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Murray High School
Cheerleader-sponsored dance/
after basketball games.

First Christian Church events
include Youth Bible Study and
, Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
Prayer/5:30 p.m.
p.m./for senior citizens'
s.
activitie
events
First Baptist Church
0
Out/9:3
Day
s
Mother'
include
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
a.m. and BYWs/7 p.m.
p.m./for senior citizens' activiExercise program/9 a.m.
Twin Lakes Antique Car ties.
Club/7 p.m./Country Kitchen,
Singles Organizational Society
Draffenville.
(SOS)/6:30 p.m./Chamber of
ce to go to Draffenville
Murray Women of the Moose/8 Commer
as Show. Info/Pamela,
for
Christm
p.m.
p.m. with officers/7
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
AA and Al-Anon/open to
of VEWT7 p.m./Willis Center.
newcomers/8 p.m./American LegBuilding, South Sixth and
ion
CamMurray-Calloway County
Streets, Murray.
Maple
County
lloway
p.m./Ca
era ClubT7
or 435-4314.
3-8136
Infof75
Public Library.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club
house.
New Horizons Singles/6
p.m./First Christian Church.

Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include "A Christmas Medley"/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-924-5602.

•
"Ron Christopher, Attorney,
welcomes you to celebrate
his new office location at:

FOUR-H BANQUET — The annual Calloway County 4-H
Achievement Banquet was held Thursday, Dec. 3, in cafeteria of
Calloway County High School. Pictured are Kristina Todd, left,
the 1992 Senior 4-H Queen and a member of Westwood 4-11 Club;
standing is Michael Eldridge, a member of the East Winners Club
and the 1992 Junior 4-H King; seated right is Leslie Steely, the
1992 Junior 4-H Queen and a member of Calloway County Middle
School 4-H Club.

118 South Fifth Street
by attending an

E
OPEN HO21:US
2-4 p.m.
Monday, December
Please drop by

Hohman-Hansen vows
will be said on Saturday
Plans have been finalized for
the wedding of Kristin Lee Hohman, daughter of Gary and
Pauletta Hohman of Murray, and
Kenneth F. Hansen Jr., son of
Ken and Alma Hansen of Evansville, Ind.
The ceremony will be Saturday, Dec. 19, at 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray. Dr. Jerry Jeffords will
officiate.
Dana Lynn Hohman, sister of
the bride-elect, will be maid of
honor.
Bridesmaids will be Kimberely
Gibson of Murray and Kristain
Bush of Mount Vernon, Ill.
Anthony Wade of Murray will
be best man.
Groomsmen and ushers will be
Phillip Bryan, Paul Bush, Chad
Hansen, Rad Cook, Chad Dowdy,
Dan Grimm, Steve Sleziak and
Todd Lucy.
A reception will follow at the

Merry Christmas!
Ron Christopher
Darlene Lamoreaux
Pam Thomas
Lana White

Murray Woman's Club House,
South Seventh and Vine Streets,
Murray.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding
ceremony and the reception.

13uckk

•

End-of-the-Year Sale
Salesmen's Samples
Starting at $5

Painted Tux Shirts

$20
Dresses & Jumpsuits

$15

•

3 Piece Outfits $30

Your
safe+y
13e1+

Italian Silk Men's
Fashion Ties
$500

Jewelry

50% Off

41

Bold Liquidators
753-3753

308 Main St.

113

'••••;;;,..--

'401114

1

rt->-

or

A
GIBSON INSTALLED — Vanda Jean Gibson, left, was installed
as treasurer for Calloway County Homemakers Council by Judy
Stabler, right, of Purchase Area Homemakers Council, at Calloway County Annual Day. Miss Gibson served four years as president of Calloway County Homemakers Council. Vinita Winters is
the new county president.

zot
PRE CHRISTMAS SALE!
SAVE ON THE ENTIRE STOCK OF FALL
AND WINTER MERCHANDISE

MURRAY TODAY
Help Celebrate
Holly's
1st Birthday!
ritft

25% TO 50% OFF!
INCLUDES:
COATS
DRESSES
SHOES
SLEEPWEAR
OL UNGEWEAR
HANDBAGS
JEWELRY
COORDINATES
DISCONTINUED
STYLES AND COLORS OF BRAS

Come by this weekend and have
piece of birthday cake and...
Receive

20% 43"

Storewide

Happines2Place

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

DOWNTOWN, MURRAY
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Hawkins and Adams wedding
s will be said on Saturday
vow
•

pt***********4*****44***44*****4+

GO WESTERN
THIS CHRISTMAS!
$29.95 4.
Western Shirts
$39.95-$154.95 4.
Men's Boots
14.
$39.95-$69.95
Ladies' Boots

\

•
;
is
• 4

•:•

t
:#64

4.

14.
$3.50 4.

JUST ARRIVED!

4
.at

••

Dan Post Boot Socks

Factory Discount
Shoes
- 4,1

1
A

100 S. 5th • 753-9419

4-

4 *4*414.
t04444***4***4*4*.*4-+
'ft41

Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Tammy
Hawkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Gimple. and Andy
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hank Adams.
The vows will be Kitemnized
on Saturday. Doc. 19. at 6 p.m. at
Westside Baptiq Church on
Johnny Robertson Road, Murray.
The Rev. Glynn Off, pastor, will
ofEciate.
Music will be presented by
Sherman Scott, pianist, and
Kathy Ligon and Tommy Scott.
vocalists.
Tracey Hawkins, sister of the
bride-elect, will serve as maid of
honor.
Bridesmaids will be Angie
England and Ginger Adams, sister of the groom-elect. Kaytlin

BEL-AIR CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The Murray Insurance Agency Th pcnhandiff
MERLE noRmAn.
Dr. Stuart A. Naulty
R A./T11 „

SEARS

TreasLwnb

;
M urr ey Laundry Center • 91LPOSTI4A/r.

jay &SAtiv;

D°4

Gift Baskets
For Christmas

ard's Leather & Joielr) Spoke & Pedal
Murray Sewing Center

Tole Gate

sumotagsiroauwe Storey $

v

()Irst
Keels Vacuum Sales & Service
Video Mart
cAunt Ath,

ONE STOP SHOPPING

•
•

CHECK US OUT...AGAIN

Young will be flower girl.
Scott Adams. brother of the
groom-elect, will be best man.
Groomsmen will be Jon Poyner
and Scott England.
Ring bearer will be Scott
Hawkins. Ushers will be Brum
Kassing and Benjie Bogard.
Kathy Tidwell will preside at
the pest register.
Directing the wedding will be
Dana Campbell.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Sugar Creek
plans program
A special Christmas worship
service will be at Sugar Creek
Baptist Church, Rt. 3. Murray,
off Highway 94 East, on Sunday.
Dec. 20, at 11 a.m.
"The Birth and Crucifixion of
Our Lord Jesus Christ" will be
theme of the program.
Stones of the birth of Jesus
will be included which will also
include his earthly parents, Mary
and Joseph.
Christmas symbols such as
star, greens, candles, tree, giving
of gifts, and wreath will be
explained.
A Christmas poem, "Arise.
Shine for The Light Is Come and
the Glory of God Shines Around
You," will be given.
"At this Christmas season, the
worship service is intended to
help each of us remember God's
greatest gift to mankind: 'Jesus
Christ, God's Son, the Savioge of
the World'," said the Rev. William B. Miller, pastor at Sugar
Creek.
Rose Walker and Janice Barnett will be directors of the
program.
The public is invited to hear
this special service, Rev. Miller
added.
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark L. Solomon

Overby-Solomon vows
solemnized in ceremony
in a fall
Rebecca Jean Overby and Mark L. Solomon were mamed
Dawson
Church,
Baptist
First
at
25,
Oct.
ceremony on Sunday,
Springs.
Spanish
The doors of the church were decorated with heart-shaped
salmon
and
flowers
fall
colorful
of
sprays
in
trimmed
moss wreaths
green
forest
with
d
colored raffia paper bows. Windows were decorate
fall
and
bows
gold
metallic
with
candles in humcane lamps tied
to
attached
leaves
all
of
sprays
with
marked
were
pews
leaves. Family
metallic gold bows.
ments with salThe altar was flanked by large fall flower arrange
of the mixed
point
focal
The
ferns.
green
and
vases
mon bows in brass
white lace
the
"
"chupa,
Jewish and Christian ceremony was the
ting the
represen
vows,
their
repeated
canopy under which the couple
leaves
fall
with
d
decorate
was
It
.
together
make
would
first home they
seven
a
was
chupa
the
of
attached to metallic gold bows. On each side
accents.
bow
gold
and
leaf
fall
with
branched candelabrum
Rev. David FamThe double ring ceremony was performed by the
Megibow, presTodd
by
assisted
brough, pastor of the church. He was
parts of
Jewish
the
d
explaine
who
.
Paducah
ident of Temple Israel,
Hebrew.
in
prayer
the ceremony and blessed the couple with a
soloist, and
Music was by Traci McKnight of Dawson Springs,
.
organist
n,
Princeto
Melissa Earnest of
Overby of
The bride, given in marriage by her son, William Donald
a natural
with
gown
length
ankle
Dawson Springs, wore an ivory
d
scallope
long
with
lace
of
was
bodice
waist
train. The dropped
a
in
er
underlay
the
sleeves and a straight scalloped neckline with
d in a low V
sweetheart neckline. The back of the bodice was scallope
and lace
satin
a
with
back
in
d
accente
was
skirt
satin
shape. The full
bow.
trimmed with an
She carried a bouquet of colorful silk fall flowers
love knots. She
in
ending
rs
streame
with
bow
ivory satin and lace
and matching
pearls
wore tiny ivory flowers and pearls in her hair and
earrings trimmed in gold.
of Nortonville and
The bride's matrons of honor were Sherry Tyson
Ginny Bolen of Providence.
ringbearer was
Junior bridesmaid was Elizabeth Howton and
of DawHowton
Michael
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
Jonathan Howton, children
son Springs.
taffeta dresThe attendants wore forest green tea-length velvet and
emerald
with
pearls
was
bride,
the
from
gift
a
ses. Their jewelry,
s of
bouquet
arm
carried
enhancers and emerald drop earrings. They
shimwith
tied
gladioli
silk
green
ivory, burgundy, peach and forest
mering gold grosgrain bows.
Alan Solomon of St. Louis, Mo., served as best man for his brother.
Dennis Winthrop, D.M.D., also of St. Louis, served as groomsman.
Ushers were Keith Bolen, Providence, and Joe McKinney, Murray.
Mrs. Betty Donis Adcock of Dawson Springs, mother of the bride,
chose a turquoise crepe dress with a draped neckline and had a corsage of silk fall flowers.
The register was kept by Cozette Bottoms of Nortonville.
Director was Lisa Littlejohn of Dawson Springs.
A reception followed at the church.
The bride's table was covered in ivory lace and ecorated with a fall
leaf garland. The three tiered wedding cake was frosted in ivory and
garnished with ivy and greenery and topped with a dancing ceramic
bride and groom.
Servers were Shannon Fancy, Lou Nell Krautheim, Kay McChesney, Sherry Martinez, Norma Russell and Jo Ann McKnight.
After a honeymoon trip to Nashville, Tenn., and Panama City
Beach, Fbi., the bridal couple is now at home at 305 E. Hall St., Dawson Springs.
The new Mrs. Solomon is a department supervisor at Ligon Nationwide, Inc., Madisonville. Mr. Solomon is an announcer at Radio Station WCBL, Benton.
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Local Secretaries' Chapter will
have luncheon at Temptations
Murray Chapter of the Professional Secretaries International
(PSI) will hold its monthly meeting at Temptations Restaurant,
102 South Sixth St., Murray, on
Monday, Dec. 21.
This is the chapter's Christmas
luncheon and will start at noon.
Each member is asked to bring a
$3 donation to be presented to the
selected charity.
A brief program is planned fol-

At Murray's Pier 1

GREAT
GIFT SELECTIONS

lowing lunch.
PSI is the world's first and
foremost association of secretaries and office personnel. "Please
join us Dec. 21 and let us provide
you with an example of the mission and goals of Professional
Secretaries International," said
Rhonda Rogers, CPS.

STILL AVAILABLE
OPEN WEEKNIGHTS TILL 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY 900-6:00
SUNDAY 1:00-5:00

For more information call
Rogers at 762-2995.

Registered Nurse Refresher
Course is offered by PAHEC
In addition to the Registered
Nurse Refresher Course previously offered, the Jackson Purchase
Area Health Education Center
(Purchase AHEC) in cooperation
with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing, is now offering a
Licensed Practical Nurse
Refresher Course for 150 contact
hours of continuing education.
The course is designed for
LPNs who have not practiced for
a period of time and would like
to reenter the nursing work force.
Included in the course is a
I2-week at-home study course
and 80 hours of clinical experience under the guidance and
supervison of a registered nurse
preceptor. The clinical experience
can be taken at a number of
approved health care facilities in
the Purchase area.
The beginning date for starting
the course is selected by the
nurse at his/her convenience.
Once the at-home study portion

PAGE 9A

has begun, it is designed to be
completed in 12 weeks.
The 80 hours of clinical experience can also be comnpleted
over a 12-week period, if desired
Course beginning time should
be carefully selected by the nurse
so that full attention can be given
to completing the course and the
process of returning to the nursing profession can be expedited.
This program is offered in all
12 counties in the Purchase
AHEC: Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken and Trigg.
Further information and course
materials can be obtained by contacting the Purchase Area Health
Education Center at the following
number, 1-444-8011, or by writing to Licensed Practical Nurse
Refresher Course, Purchase Area
Health Education Center, P.O.
Box 7769, Paducah, Ky.
42002-7769.

J

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER - Chris Inman, left, has been presented
a scholarship by AM VETS Auxiliary of Post 45 at Paris Landing,
Tenn. He is a student in the Law Enforcement field at Murray
State University. Pictured at right is Jeanie Paschall, scholarship
chairman for the auxiliary.

Calloway Middle Honor Choir Members
UNIVERSITY PLAZA...ON CHESTNUT ST...IVIURRAY, KY.

Choir members selected
Students were recently selected
to sing with the First District
Honor Choir in Paducah.
Twenty-four choir members
were auditioned and chosen from
100 Seventh and Eighth Grade
Choral Students at Calloway
County Middle School. These
choirs are under the direction of
Mrs.Nell Earwood.
The Choir Festival was held at
Paducah Tilghman High School
with the best singers from the
Seventh and Eighth Grades in
Western Kentucky.
The students rehearsed all day
and then performed a concert in
the evening. The guest conductor
was Mrs. Barbara Felts, choral
music teacher from Hopkinsville
High School.
The musical program included
"Didn't My Lord Deliver
Daniel," "Ode to Joy," "Side By
Side," "America The Beautiful,"
"Hodie," and "K urn Ba Ya."
CCMS students selected for the
First District Honor Choir were
Amy Boggess, Jeremy Chapman,
Greg Collins, Erica Cossey, Ashley Gilson, April Green, Susan
Green, Patrick Haney, Jana Herndon, Lisa Holt, Josh Lasater,
Russel Lencki, Molly Melson,
Ben Mjos, Tonya Morgan, Justin
Paschall, Jason Pittman, Julie
Smotherman, Leslie Steely,
Chrissy Stubblefield, Missy Stubblefield, Jana thorn, Jimmy Williams and John Yezerski.
Other schools participating
were Benton Miller, Vicki
Ewing, director; Livingston
County Middle, Art Deweese,
director; Lone Oak Middle, Gayle
McDermott, director; North Marshall Middle, Vicki Madison,
director; Paducah Middle, Sue
Henry, director; Reidland Middle,
Donna Green, director; South

MURRAY TODAY

Marshall Middle, Gretta Shepard,
director; Trigg County Middle,
Ronne Cornelius, director.
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Want to brighten
your new year?

Get a little class
at Murray State University
For continuing education information, call today.
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SPORTS
BASEBALL

Glavine, Braves
coming together
to sign contract
•

Baker's next Giant step is biggest

NEW YORK (AP) — Tom
Glavine and the Atlanta
Braves moved CIOSCI to formally announcing a deal,
agreeing on dollar figures.
Glavine, a 20-game winner
in each of the put two sea-

AP Ivor% Wrest
SAN FRANCISCO — After a
successful career as a player and
relatively brief one as a coach,
Dusty Baker has his chance to
shape the San Francisco Giants.
"It's like Dusty Part Three, the
way I look at it," Baker said
Wednesday after being named to
replace Roger Craig as manager.
"Dusty Part One was the player
and Dust) Part Two was the
coach
"I prided myself on being a
good player. I tried to be a better
coach and I hope I can be a great
manager"
For help. Baker will look to
two-time National League MVP
Barry Bonds, whom Baker has
knov.n since he was horn. Bonds.
v.ho signed baseball's richest
contract ever last week — $43 75

sons, would be guaranteed
S20.5 million for four years.

The contract calls for an
00300 year that could make
the pact worth $25 million for
five years.
In other moves, free agent
catcher &OHO Santiago and

the Florida Marlins finalized a
two-year, $7.2 million contract
and free agent reliever John
Candelaria reached agreement
with Pittsburgh on a one-year
dea: for S'60,000.
The Pirates also agreed with
shortstop Jay Bell, who had
been eligible for salary arbitrauon. on a one-year contract for
52 6 m.11ion

43-year-old drew the biggest
cheers from a crowd of more than
1,000 people at a rally Wednesday to celebrate the as-yet unconsummated deal to keep the Giants
in town.
The welcome given Baker even

million for six years — and Baker will shoulder the burden of

WENDY E. LANE

turning around a team that finished 26 games out of first place
in the NL West last season.
"It's very important to have
the nucleus of Robby Thompson.
Will Clark and Matt Williams,"
Baker said. "Barry Bonds will
help our offense tremendously,
and I think our pitching staff is
better than they appeared last
year."
In recognition of the Bonds'
family's ties to the Giants, former
Giant Bobby Bonds was brought
aboard as Baker's first base and
hitting coach. Baker spent four
seasons as the team's batting
instructor under Craig, who was
fired Dec. 1 after seven seasons.
Dick Pole, former Cubs pitching coach who most recently was
with the Boston Red Sox, was
hired to help revamp San Francis-

co's staff, which has been spotty
the last two seasons. Pole was the

pitching coach of the team Baker
managed in the Arizona Fall
League and impressed Baker with
his ability to form personal ties
with his pitchers.
"He'd play golf with them on
Monday and cuss them out on
Tuesday, and I liked that," Baker
said.
Baker himself is known for
having good rapport with players,
and was a fan favorite as a player
with Atlanta. Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Oakland. The

surpassed the one given to Barry
Bonds, wild" showed up 40
minutes late because of a delayed
flight. Bonds praised him as
someone players will be willing
to work hard for.
"Dusty Baker is like a Jim
Leyland -type person," Bonds
said of his manager in Pittsburgh.
That drew chuckles from the
crowd. But Bonds, who will
make more than $7 million a year
playing for Baker, didn't immediately realize what was so funny.
Baker becomes the fourth
black manager in the majors, but
he wasn't asked a single question
about being a minonty manager

Lefty's 7-foot-4 coach a big hit
James Madison, his boss, Lefty

By JOE MACENKA
AP Sports Writes

Driesell; is even more upbeat.
"I'll tell you, he's a good

" % .-‘:'s's, )NISIRCs. Va.— In
a year. Ralph Sampson • Annual salary went from
million with the SacS:
ramento Kings to $16,000 as an
assistant coach at James Madison nisersity.
On the surface, it would
appear to be another in a long
list of blows to someone who
didn t use up to the expec:tauons that come with being a
7-fc)ot4 basketball player
Sampson doesn't sec it that
was
''!'m very excited to he
here Sampson said of coming
to his nause Harrivsnburg to
make a career change at age 12
AN enthusiastic as Sampson
professes to be about his role at

coach He knows the game,"
DTICSCII said. "He draws stuff
on the blackboard. He knows
how, to run out-of-bounds plays.
He's gisen me a lot of good
stuff.
"I think he's going to be a
temfic coach I really do. And I
think part of it is because his
career was ended early. That's
what happens a lot of times
when you want to do real good
at something but you don't get
to — for whatever reason.
You'se still got that energy."
Sampson still speaks of possibly returning to professional
basketball, a subject that bnngs
a pained expression to
Driesell's face.
''He can't play." Dnesell

• TURN TO PAGE 11A

COLLEGEBASKETBALL

Best triple squashes 'Dog rally
7D SHEARER
•P sweat Writer
ATLANTA — Bobby Cremins
Aas getung ready for another
•,,s•n-to-the-wire finish in a
reorgia-Ceorgia Tech game
It didn t happen
Sophomore Tras is Best hit a
1-point basket with I 45 remainng to quell a Georgia rally as the
7 th -ranked Yellow Jackets beat
:
he Bulldogs 74 -67
"Ir. the second half we came
Jut and played great basketball
or a while, but Georgia never
aye up,- Georgia Tech coach
:lobby Cremins said. "They stay-(1 with it and they started hitting
brees, and all you start to think
bout is the Georgia TechTorgia series. Here we go again.
's going to go down to the wire
,th another crazy game."
Best's 3-pointer kept this one

We wish you
health and
happiness ...
this holiday
season, in the
doming year,
and forever.

from turning into "another crazy
game " It came after the Bulldogs had failed on three 3-point
shots in 'a single possession, any
one of which would have cut the
lead to one point.
Instead. Best gave the Jackets
a 66-59 lead and Georgia
(2-3, never seriously challenged
again
In the only other game involving a ranked team, No. 21 Louisville beat DePaul 93-88.
Georgia, leading 32-27 in the
final minute of the first half, was
playing for the final shot, but
Penha Robinson's missed a drive
with seven seconds remaining, all ,
the time Georgia Tech needed to'
get a layup from Maruce Moore
that chopped the Bulldogs' lead
to 32-79.
The Yellow Jackets then
opened the second half with a
17-2 burst that included Moore's
seven points and six by James
Forrest, who finished with 22.
Tech stretched the lead to
50-36 before the Bulldogs rallied
with 3-point baskets, two by Kendall Rhine and one by Bernard
Davis, eventually cutting the kid

Best and Moore added 13 each
for the. Jackets and Malcolm
Mackey and Bryan Hill each
scored 11.

Princeton 50, N.C. State 41
Chris Pavlic had 18 points and
Princeton played at the slow pace
it wanted to beat North Carolina
State 50-41 at the Meadowlands.
The Tigers (5-2) spread the floor
as always and worked the 45-second shot clock down to singledigits on most possessions. The
Wolfpack (1-3) had been averag-

ing 76 points per game.

Why Flay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a qualedy sehrice for $25.00
every three months fully guarat1eed777
We also offer.
-FREE Termite inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

fri Lir

Mks Products Inc.
N-•

Freshman Carlos Strong led the
Bulldogs with 15 points and
Rhine and Arlando Bennett each
added 13. Rhine also had 10
rebounds.

$ SAVE MONEY $

TWIN LAKES
518 Mein 91.
753-0123

to 63-59 before Best made the
key basket in the game.
"Georgia Tech is a good
basketball team," Bulldog coach
Hugh Durham said. "They are in
the Top 20, but I know we're
capable of beating them. We have
the talent and had the effort
tonight, but we didn't play smart.
Maybe this will help us down the
road, but it didn't help tonight."

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

Managof - John Mulching
Murray, Ky.
11kiwving You Enrico 1963IVhon YouVo TrIodi Thom AN Coll 9ERVALL

Phone 7534433

warm welcome given to Baker by
the fans.
"You made this man feel welcome in a town never thought
would have a black manager,"
Mays told the rally. "I think you
told him, 'You arc welcome to be
anything you want to be in the
city of San Francisco,"
Baker, who joined Craig's
coaching staff in 1988 as firstbase coach, had wanted to
become a manager after five
years and got his wish.
"This is the greatest day of my
life, so far," he said. "The next
greatest day is when we win the
pennant and the world
championship."

Crum slips
back to '83
for DePaul

Coach Sampson
said. "In all seriousness, I've
played him in practice, and the
guy can hardly jump. Ralph's
legs are in bad shape."
Sampson's recent travels
would seem to back up
Driesell's assessment.
After being named the
national player of the year three
times while at Virginia, Sampson went to the Houston Rockets in 1983, signed a four-year,
S7.49-million contract and was
voted the NBA's top rookie.
He averaged more than 20
points and 11 rebounds in his
first three NBA seasons, but
then knee problems set in. He
underwent three knee operations in 1987 and 1988.
Sampson went to the Golden
State Warriors, then to Sac-

during a meeting with reporters.
Willie Mays, who remembers a
time in which hiring a black manager would have been unheard of,
saw a lot of significance in the

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Wrier

Aso:claw PTess rovoro
Ralph Sampson was the top college player in 1982, but 10 years
later he's an assistant at James Madison,

Former Bengal arrested,charged
with sexual battery, extortion

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — No. 21
Louisville looked to the past to
find some solutions for the
present.
The Cardinals had lost two
straight games, including an
88-68 rout to archrival Kentucky,
heading into Wednesday night's
encounter with DePaul in Freedom Hall.
In preparation for DePaul,
Louisville coach Denny Cram
had his players watch the film of
the 1983 "Dream Game" in
which the Cardinals beat Kentucky 80-68 in overtime in the
NCAA Mideast Regional final.
While Louisville didn't look
like a Final Four team on Wednesday, it was vastly improved
since the loss to Kentucky in
posting a 93-88 victory over the
Blue Demons.
Brewer was in the right place
six times, where he connected on
3-pointers to help fuel Louisville's offense. Dwayne Morton, hitting eight of nine shots, led the
way with 24 points.
DePaul (3-2), seeking its third
straight victory, rallied from a
10-point deficit and got to 59-56
on Peter Patton's 15-foot jump
shot with 9:28 left in the game.
Derwin Webb started Louisville's spurt, leaping up to follow
Brewer's miss from the corner
with a dunk. Greg Minor followed with a throe-point play at
8:42 to widen the margin to
64-56.

SANFORD, Fla.(AP) — Former Cincinnati Rengals cornerback
Lewis Billups was arrested Wednesday after allegedly raping a
woman, videotaping the ordeal and threatening to show the tape to
the victim's husband if she didn't pay $20,000, police said.
Billups. 29, of Longwood, and Gregory Calloway. 35, of Orlando, were both charged with sexual battery and extortion, said Seminok County spokesman George Proechel.
Both were being held without,bond Wednesday night at the John
E. Polk Correctional Facility in Sanford.
Proechel said late Wednesday night that since the story appeared
on the 11 p.m. news, more women had called the sheriff's office to
complain of similar ordeals with the same two men.
"The phone has been ringing off the hook," Proechel said. "We
DePaul's Bryant Bowden
believe there are additional victims."
on a layup, but Louisville
scored
Billups was a cornerback with the Bengals for six years, ending
with Brewer's 3-poinback
came
player
B
Plan
a
in 1991. He signed with the Green Bay Packers as
the
corner and LeGree's
ter
from
season.
the
in
early
in April 1992, but was released
off Brewer's backlayup
driving
Proechel said the woman, whose name, age and residence was
a 71-58 lead at
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steal
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being withheld to protect Mr identity, first accepted
7:14.
excluan
in
home
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at
him
with
Lunch
by Calloway to have
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on Brandon Cole's two
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right
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sexnothing
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things and she thought
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close
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Davis
ual," said Proechel.
left.
seconds
began
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cocktail,
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The woman told police/that after she
LeGree hit one free throw four
to feel strange.
seconds later, but Patton was
"That feeling progressed to a point of no longer being in control
fouled by LeGree while reboundof her faculties." said Proechel. "Billups restricted her movement
ing the missed second shot and
by laying on top of her on the couch, immobilizing her arms."
made both foul shots to slice
Billups then removed the woman's clothes and raped her,
Louisville's margin to two points.
Proechel said. while Calloway. an Orlando librarian, captured the
Morton made two free throws
assault on videotape.
with 29.4 seconds to go for a
"Ilse victim protested verbally during the offense," Proechel
92-88 lead. DePaul's Davis then
said.
men
two
the
that
incident
missed an off-balance 3-point
the
of
tape
audio
an
Police have
allegedly gave so the victim later in an attempt to extort money. attempt, and !toiler came back
with one free throw with 16.8
Proechel said.
es
go
to
authoriti
to
afraid
left for the final margin.
was
seconds
she
police
told
The woman
Brewer, hitting six of nine
because she feared the publicity would hurt her husband's business.
Os Dec. 8. Calloway allegedly approached the woman while she 3-pointers, finished with 18
points while Minor had 16 and
WAS patting gas in her Cif, telling her that he would send a copy of
LeGree 14.
the tape to her husband if she didn't pay him $7,S(X).
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Marshall QB tops list
of I-AA all-Americans

CALLOWAY SOCCER

/By RICK WARNER
AP Fee4bs11 Wrttor

Pictured above are the award winners from the Calloway County High
School boys' soccer banquet held last month at Kenlake: (from left)
Eric Johnson, MVP, Academic Award; Paul Hart, Most Improved;
Beau Jones, Offenisive Player Award; Derek Smee, Most Improved;
Stephen Watkins; Defense Player Award.

ALL PURCHASE TEAM
Five local high school football players were recently named to the Paducah Sun's All Purchase Team. Murray High placed four players on the
team: Brent Keller, quarterback; B.J. Jenkins, wide receiver; Casey
McNutt, placekicker; and Scott Downey, nose guard. Calloway County
High School was represented by Michael Herndon, offensive tackle.

INDOOR TRACK
Murray State University opened its 1992-93 indoor track season Saturday at Mufreesboro, Tenn., competing with Middle Tennesse State, Tennessee State, Western Kentucky and Tennessee-Chattanooga in a men's
and women's moot.
MSU's top individual finishers in the men's division were Brian Church,
who won the shot put with a toss of 49-7 and Stevon Roberts, who won
the 800-meter run with a time of 1:54.66. Terry Harewood placed second
in the 400-meter dash, while Tyrone Young was second in the high lump.
Murray State's mile relay team ran second to Middle Tennessee State.
In the women's division, MSU also had two individual winners Wendy
Scott won the shot put with 40-9.5 and Heather Samuel took top honors in
the 400-meter dash with a time of 57.70 seconds. Melody Helgerson was
second in the mile run and Murray State's mile relay team ran second to
Tennessee State.
Host MTSU won the men's competition with 58 points, followed by WKU
with 37 and MSU came in third with 28. MTSU also set the pace in the
women's competition with 67 points. TSU took second with 56, WKU came
in third with 33 and MSU finished fourth with 26 points.

BASKETBALL
BOSTON (AP) — Boston Celtics guard Sherman Douglas has left the
team for personal reasons in the middle of a two-game road trip. The Celtics said Douglas requested and received a temporary leave after Tuesday
night's game at Minnesota.

Upcoming Schedule
FRIDAY
Tigers-Lakers doubleheader at MSU's
begins at 6 p.m., followed by the boys.
game
Girls
Racer Arena.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY:

SATURDAY
travel to Evansville for 3:05 p.m. game
WBLN-FM 103.7. Air time is 2:30
(Radio)
in Roberts Stadium.
pm.
MURRAY STATE: Racers

Marshall quarterback Michael
Payton, the all-time leading passer in the Southern Conference,
and rushing champion Keith Elias
of Princeton have been named to
The Associated Press I-AA AllAmerica team.
Payton, winner of the Walter
Payton Award as the division's
top player, completed 200 of 313
passes for 2,788 yards and 26
touchdowns during the regular
season. He is the Southern Conference's career leader in passing
yards (9,141), touchdown passes
(67), completions (664) and total
offense (9,414).
Elias led the division in rushing with 1,575 yards and scored a
school-record 18 touchdowns.
The offense also features running back Markus Thomas of
Eastern Kentucky, wide receivers
Yo Murphy of Idaho and Troy
Brown of Marshall, and tight end
Darren Rizzi of Rhode Island.
Thomas ran for 1,498 yards
and 17 touchdowns this season,
moving up to No. 3 on the I-AA
career rushing list. If the NCAA
included playoff statistics, Thomas would be the division's all-

Good service,
good coverage,
good price-

time leading rusher with 5,552
yards.
The only repeaters from last
year's first team are offensive
lineman Steve McAdoo of
Middle Tennessee State and punter Harold Alexander of Appalachian State, the division leader
with a 44.5 average.
Rounding out the offensive
line are Phil Ratliff of Marshall,
Carey Cash of The Citadel, Vic
Zoltan of Northeast Louisiana
and Lester Holmes of Jackson
State.
The all-purpose player is Kenny Shedd of Northern Iowa,
among the national leaders in
receiving, punt returns and kickoff returns.
The defensive line includes
Jeff Robinson of Idaho, Avery
Hall of Appalachian State,
Richard Darden of Austin Peay
and Michael Strahan of Texas
Southern.
The linebackers are William
Freeney of Northern Iowa, Curtis
Eller of Villanova and Terry Irving of McNeese State, while the
defensive backs are Lester Smith
of The Citadel, Dave Roberts of
Youngstown State, Don Caparotti
of Massachusetts and Adrian
Hardy of Northwestern State.
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Home offices Bloomington Illinois

earnings coach, which means
NCAA rules limit what he is
allowed to do. Foremost among
those restrictions is that he cannot recruit off-campus.
Driesell keeps Sampson busy
in other ways. He handles many
of the in-office duties, coordinates the Dukes' conditioning
program, does much of the
scouting work, assists with oncampus recruiting and works
with James Madison's post
players.
"I've always wanted to get
into coaching," Sampson said.
Now that he's getting the
chance, it's giving him hope for
a future, one in which he could
try to meet a different set of
expectations.
"I want to be a head coach in
Division I someday," he said.

Fun SpotTM Trampolines

rY
.3

Like a goad neighbor
State Farm is there
O•ra 'Am.

•Lefty's 7-foot-4...
FROM PAGE 10A
ramento, which in November
1991 bought out the final two
years of his $2.24 million-perseason contract. He latched on
briefly with the Washington
Bullets, but he scored just 22
points in 10 games. From there,
it was on to a team in Malaga,
Spain, where he lasted until
April.
"Why would he even want to
go back and play just to average
three points a game or something like that?" Driesell said.
"I think it would be a discredit
to what he's accomplished in
basketball."
"People had high expectations," Sampson said, "but
they didn't see the injuries."
At James Madison, Sampson
is what is known as a restricted-
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•The Fun SpotTM trampoline MAT is backed by a full 2-year warranty and is made
100% polypropylene which is the most weather resistant material made today.
Fun
•Our Spring quality is guaranteed and backed by our full 2-year warranty.
SpotTM springs are high carbon galvanized steel with a tensile strength of over

"
f

Commercial Door and
Hardware, Inc.

200,000 PSI.
Fun
•We recommend the purchase of quality safety pads with every purchase. The
SpotTM Deluxe Safety Pad is exactly that — and not just a spring cover. You get
complete foam coverage of all the spring area and all tubing, even the skirt has
-year
foam inside the rip stop vinyl covering. Deluxe safety pads carry a full 1
warranty.
•You get a lifetime warranty on the Frame! Tubing quality and strength is measured
by gauge thickness of the tube wall.
And, as with all the components, the Fun SpotTM
Trampoline is totally MADE IN THE USA.
Trampoline $275 • Deluxe Pad
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FISH- SEAFOOD- BAR-B-0- SANDWICH- BREAKFAST

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
- SEAFOOD

Hwy. 121 North • 755-18114
Friday & Saturday
AU You Can Eat
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8 oz. New York
Strip

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$4.25

$4.25

Tues. & Wed.
Shrimp Special

Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham

$3.75

Breakfast $3.15
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"I am Laurence Purvis,
the new manager at
Michelson Jewelers in
Murray.I have 12yrs. of
jewelry experience as
both a manager and a
jeweler. My friendly,
qualified staff and I are able to help
you with all your jewelry needs. I
would like to invite you to bring your
jewelry to us for a free cleaning and
inspection. Between now and ChristmasI would also like to give you a free
bottle ofjewelry cleaner. I look foward
to seeing you soon."

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Ctr.

JEWELERS

,y
753-769

Hubble spots planets forming
By PAUL RECER
AP teams Wawa

WASHINGTON — Disks of
dust that may be forming new
planets have been photographed
around distant stars, providing
the best evidence yet that planetary families such as the solar system can form elsewhere in the
universe, astronomers say.
Participants at a NASA news
conference Wednesday said the
protoplaneiary disks were photographed in orbit of stars in the
Orion Nebulae, 1.500 light years
from Earth.
"We have found a place where
it Ls very possible that there will
he planets within the next fev.
million years," said Edward J.
Weiler, program scientist for the
space telescope. "This takes us
closer to the final proof that there
are other planets where there
could be life."
C. Robert O'Dell, a Rice University astronomer, said that
photos taken of a small section of
the Orion Nebulae detected at
least IS stars surrounded by QMtoplanetery disks, or bands of
dust of the type thought to form
planets.
The disks, he said, resemble

what the Earth and its solar system neighbors may have looked
like when they were forming
around the sun 4.6 billion to 5
billion years ago. The number of
disks within the 1 light-year field
viewed by the Hubble suggests
that planetary formation may not
he rare.
"We now have direct evidence
that material that can make
planets exists around about half
of the stars like our sun," O'Dell
said. "It's much more common
than we thought before."
The astronomers said there
may be billions upon billions of
stars in the universe about which
planetary disks could have
formed.
Orion is part of the Milky Way
Galaxy, which includes the sun.
Stephen E. Strom, a University
of Massachusetts astronomer who
specialties in the study of star
formation, said the Hubble photos
confirm the long-held belief by
many astronomers that a disk of
dust from which planets can
evolve exists around most stars as
they form.
"This provides the first real
visual demonstration that these
inferences are correct," said
Strom. "I regard this as dramatic

proof."
The pictures, he said, "show
enough material for the formation
of planetary systems like that
orbiting our sun. You've all the
ingredients there to make a solar
system."
Earlier studies, using an
infrared detector on a satellite,
had pinpointed four stars that
appeared to be surrounded by
protoplanetary disks. But Strom
said the material detected in that
work "was very thin and nebulous when compared to the thick
disks that we sec here."
The scientists said that the
Hubble photos show disks at a
very early stage and that it could
take one to 10 million years for
planets to actually form. The dust
can be seen because they arc illuminated by hot, bright stars elsewhere in the Orion Nebula.
Strom said the theory is that
over time individual grains in the
dust disks clump together. These
clumps join others, forming boulders, which, in turn collide with
other boulders, forming larger
and larger bodies and taking
more and more material from the
disk. Eventually, the disk material forms into individual planets,
each with its own orbit about the
star.

Officers fired in beating case
DETROIT (AP) — Four
policemen charged in the fatal
beating of a motorist were fined,
and a defense lawyer protested
that they should have been kept
on the force until their criminal
cases are resolved.
Police Chief Stanley Knox
fired officers Larry Meyers. Walter Budzyn and Robert Lessnau
and Sgt. Freddie Douglas after an
administrative hearing Wednesday, said Bob Berg, a spokesman
for Mayor Coleman Young.
"The officers should have at
least been given a chance to finish up the preliminary examination before any departmental proceedings continued," said John
Goldpaugh, attorney for Meyers.
He referred to a preliminary
hearing in District Court that was
to enter its fourth day today.
Bergc said the firing wasn't
connected to the criminal
proceedings.
Budzyn and Meyers, who are

partners. arc charged with
second-degree murder in the Nov.
5 beating death of Malice Green.
35, outside a suspected crack
house. Douglas is charged with
involuntary manslaughter and
willful neglect of duty. Lessnau
is charged with assault with
intent to do great. bodily harm.
All the officers have pleaded
innocent.
During the court hearing Wednesday, a witness to the heating
said Meyers joked around with
bystanders as Green lay motionless on the ground in a pool of
blood.
Robert Knox testified that he
saw Budzyn and Meyers hit
Green repeatedly with flashlights
after Green refused to .open his
clenched fist.
Whife Budzyn continued beating Green, Knox said, Meyers
offered him a rock of crack
cocaine, which Knox said he
refused.

He said !Meyers also reached
into his police car, pulled out a
toy gun and tossed it to a bystander. Meyers later told the man to
give it back "because it's his evidence," Knox said.
Attorneys for the officers
called the testimony
unbelievable.
"If you listen to these witnesses, police officers are out there
giving out dope and throwing
around toy guns," said Budzyn's
lawyer, Michael Batchelor.
"Thes.c stories are all over the
place."
A pathologist has testified that
Green was killed by at least 14
blows to the head that bruised his
brain and tore off part of his
scalp.
If they go to trial and are convicted, Budzyn and Nevers face a
maximum punishment of life in
prison: Douglas faces 16 years
and Lcssnau faces 10-years.

Man charged with accessing patient files
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Louisville man was charged with
using a home computer to illegally access patient files at Blue
Cross & Blue Shield of
Kentucky.
Barry A. Cushman was
accused of destroying about
3,000 files, most of which
involved federal Medicare claims.
He was charged Wednesday.
Assistant U.S. Attorney John
Caudill said the indictment is the
first instance of the U.S. attorney's office in Louisville bringing charges under the federal law
that makes computer hacking a
crime.
Cushman worked for a company called Preferred Health

Plan, which provides computer
assistance and other services in
the health business.
All the destroyed files have
been restored and anyone with an
insurance claim pending doesn't
need to worry, Blue Cross/Blue
Shield spokesman Lawrence Ford
said Wednesday.
"The security problem has
been corrected," he said.
"We've _taken some extreme
measures."
Ford said Blue Cross/Blue
Shield in the past had leased
computer services from Preferred
Health Plan but terminated its
contract after Blue Cross/Blue
Shield bought its own mainframe
computer earlier this. year.
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The indictment alleges that
Cushman accessed the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield computer system between July 2 and Aug. 5.
Ford said computer operators
at the company noticed the problem almost immediately and contacted federal authorities.
The company has added extra
security measures aimed at preventing a recurrence, he said.
It wasn't clear why the files
were destroyed, and Caudill said
he couldn't comment on a possible motive.
Richard D. Heideman, Cushman's lawyer, said he was familiar with the allegations but
couldn't comment until he had
seen the indictment and discussed
it with his client.
The maximum penalty for the
offense is five years in prison and
a $250,000 fine.

Study urges against
routine antibiotics
for deer tick bites
BOSTON (AP) — People
bitten by deu ticks do not routinely need to receive antibiotics to prevent Lyme disease,
because the risk of infection is
slight even where the disease
is relatively common,
researchers reported today.
Deer ticks spread the bacteria that cause Lyme disease. In
places where the bacteria are
common, doctors sometimes
give antibiotics to people who
are bitten by the ticks even
when it's uncertain whether
they actually have been
infected.
In the latest study, doctors
attempted to see whether routinely giving antibiotics to
everyone with deer tick bites
makes sense. The study was
conducted in Madison. Conn.,
an area where Lyme bacteria
are well established.
They found that only 1 percent of tick bite victims who
did not get antibiotics went on
to develop Lyme disease —
and noted that antibiotics
themselves can have unwanted
side effects.
The study, directed by Dr.
Eugene D. Shapiro of Yale
University, was published in
today's New England Journal
of Medicine.
It was conducted on 387
people with deer tick bites.
Half were treated with amoxicillin, while the rest received
placebos.
Two of the people taking
placebos developed rashes, a
common symptom of Lyme
disease. None of the people
taking antibiotics got Lyme
disease.
Lyme disease can be treated
easily with antibiotics and
causes no serious damage
when caught early. In later
stages of the disease, victims
may develop arthritis, heart
ailments and other symptoms.

Relatives settle
for $1 million in
death of student
BOSTON (AP) - Relatives of
a Harvard Medical School student who killed himself said they
have reached a $1 million settlement with his former psychiatrist,
whom they accused of seducing
him and causing his death.
Paul Lozano, 28, died last year
after injecting himself about 75
times with cocaine. Margaret
Bean-Bayog, 49, said she had
treated him with an unconventional therapy in which she and
Lozano played the roles of
mother and son, but she denied
having sex with him.
Pilar Williams, Lozano's sister,
said Wednesday that BeanBayog's insurance company
would pay the family SI million.
Michael Mone, Bean-Bayog's
attorney, said Bean-Bayog's
insurance company had settled
the lawsuit. Mone wouldn'k confirm the amount.
Bean-Bayog gave up her medical license in late September
rather than face a state medical
board. Her home phone number
is unlisted.
A message left at the Boston
office of the insurer, the Joint
Underwriting Association of
Massachusetts, wasn't immediately returned,
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makers of trading cards

Germans,Irish,
English dominate
USA ethnic scene
WASHINGTON (AP)- Nearly half the nation's populace considers itself to be descended from
the Germans, the Irish or the
English, the Census Bureau says.
But one person in 20 forgoes any
ethnic identification in favor of

Veterans of
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ofriciaLs
VFW
local
with
met
Wars,
Foreign
Shown with Carney are (left to right) Kentucky State Commander
Cecil Caruso, Post 5658 Commander Brown Tucker,( arney, Post
6291 member Melton D. Mitchell and 1st District Quartermaster
Leonard E. Brown.

already been received.
The first SI million in the campaign was pledged by the college's trustees and several
foundations.
All funds will be used for
scholarships and grants to
students
The school also has been
awarded a $792,880 grant from
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of

C
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dent Paul Hartman said.
Part of the Kellogg grant will
be used to hire a full-time assistant in the dean of student development office and a half-time
worker in the academic dean's
office. Later, a half-time worker
will be hired to operate a community service center. The center
will place KWC students in local
community service positions and
act as a clearinghouse for community service information.
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The lawsuit was filed Sept. 29
in U.S. District Court in Spokane,
Wash. Bianchi is serving a life
term in Washington State
Penitentiary for slaying two other
women in 1979.
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ty service to prepare students for
leadership roles in their careers
and communities.
"The Leadership KWC Plan is
an important step in achieving
our mission - preparing students
to take the lead," school presi-

Battle Creek, Mich.
The Kellogg grant will be used
during the next four years to
institute the Leadership KWC
Plan, a program that uses innovations in curriculum and an
emphasis on voluntary communi-

otertir

t t. 4 •

owners.

440*
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Wesleyan College has
surpassed $3 million goal
million in its Opportunities for
Leaders fund-raising campaign.
The campaign, launched in
January, has reached 53,190,(X)0
in pledges, school officials said
Tuesday. About $2.5 million has

this and winning," said Catherine
Yronwode, one of the company's

John M. Carney (center), the national director of the

'Danish, 1.6 million.
'Hungarian, 1.6 million.
*Chinese, 1.5 million.
*Filipino, 1.5 million.
*Czech, 1.3 million.
*Portuguese, 1.2 million.
'British, 1.1 million.
'Hispanic, 1.1 million.
*Greek, 1.1 million.
'Swiss, 1 million.
'Japanese, 1 million.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) Kentucky Wesleyan College has
surpassed its goal of raising $3

"It's a First Amendment issue,
and the weight of precedent is so
long standing, I can't think of
anyone having brought a suit like

using his name and likeness.
Bianchi, who was convicted of
sexually assaulting, torturing and
killing five young Southern California women, is seeking $6.75
million from Eclipse Comics of
Forestville.
An illustration of Bianchi is
reproduced on a trading card
along with a brief outline of his
crimes. The company features

'Scottish, 5.4 million.
*Swedish, 4.7 million.
*Norwegian, 3.9 million.
*Russian, 3 million.
*French Canadian, 2.2 million.
'Welsh, 2 million.
*Spanish, 2 million.
*Puerto Rican, 2 million.
*Slovak, 1.9 million.
*White, 1.8 million.

group.
The question was fill-in-theblank, so some people put down
racial designations, such as
"white," or continents, such as
North America.
Here arc the ancestries with
more than 1 million members:
*German, 57.9 million.
•Irish, 38.7 million.

100 criminals, including Charles
Manson and Jeffrey Dahmer.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Kenneth Bianchi, the convicted
serial killer known as the Hillside
Strangler, is suing the makers of
True Crime trading cards for

*English, 32.7 million.
'Afro-American, 23.8 million.
'Italian, 14.7 million.
*American, 12.4 million.
•Mexican, 11.6 million.
*French, 10.3 million.
'Polish, 9.4 million.
•American Indian, 8.7 million.
'Dutch, 6.2 million.
'Scotch-Irish, 5.6 million.

American.
One American in four is of
German ancestry, making it the
largest ethnic group, the Census
Bureau said Wednesday.
Next are the Irish, one American in six, followed by the English, one in eight; Afro-American,
one in 10; and Italian, one in 17.
A long version of the 1990
census form, which went to one
household in six, asked people
about their ancestry. The Census
Bureau used their answers to estimate national totals for each
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ThePartyMart
442 0011
Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah
Open 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. Mon. Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Til 11 P.M.
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f Christmas

he

Giftsfrom A to Z can be
found- right here in your
hometown.
is for...

Jack Frost &. Jangle &

Jingle&Jolly&.Jovial&.Jam&.Jelly
& Joseph & Jehovah & Joyful
Visions If you take a Juant to...

A Lot of T-Shirts!
We Have Gifts For Everyone

Santa's Attic
753-8212

On the Square. Murray

is or... SAVINGS OF

is tar Karate for Christmas

Your Best Bet
in Holiday
Cleaning &
Alterations

10%-30% EVERDAY

Give a month's
membership for that
special someone.

On Famous Name Brands.
Check Ow Our Great Stocking Stuffers...Shoe
Clips, Shoe Polishes. Socks. and Laces

sHoe sensaTion

Divine Martial Arts

Or: HOUR
TLE.4.NT.RS

court square
Murray

Peticet

753-3204
753-4894

at tit 74e A-4,et

Paducah - 443•1331
chestnut Finis, Murray • 753-6242 • Ky. Oaks Mall,

1

0 •••

Christmas at

Luxurious like our selection
of fine gold & silver jewelry.
Pearls • Diamonds • Precious &

Semi-Precious Stone • Necklaces
Ringo • Bracelets • Earrings
*.i4n.soy ass u a, roylarenable ao Ott rodeo" ...ko rows

•

TMICV
Large selection of
TREASURE TROLLS
Nuv. Available

from
ii

Disc. • Am. Es p

AVCAIS

753-2380

Olympic Plaza

Teacher Gifts

753-M149

12 vacuity fiquara Hwy. 541 N.

11. HOUSE

Merry Christmas

Hwy 121 North

Glendale at NN'hitnell

753-1651

S. 12' at Sycamore

is for..

Vision

NEW....

Put A New Car Under Your

Give the gift of sight
for Christmas

Christmas Tree...

Cain'sw

I

CHR rSi ER-Pt YMOUT14.000GEJEL71-EAGLE

753-7435

753-6448

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

is
Reserte your tuxedos and
formal dresses for the holidays

753-8641

- GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 753-MEAT
Dixieland Center

for.. Pizza, Pizza,

Lantated Edition Prints • Silk Greenery
Sculptures • Phoso Frames

301 N. 12th St.
University Square

•

759-1019

/He Quick, Quality Service

at L

Collectible Ornaments *Cards
Gift Wrap • Delicious Candies
Calendars *Figurines & More!
AEU elo

of inn rraN --)

Southside Shopping Center

Murray

Xtra Special Christmas SALE
Going On Now!,
tor

SAVE ON HUNDREDS OF ITEMS!
.
Tr)Tt•' HADrANARF
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
753-8604

is for...

YMCA

Dec. 21, 22, 23 & 28, 29, 30
Pre-register your child today

Call 759-YMCA
Unitled WIN

759-4796

is for.. For all your

is for... Images Of The Holidays!

Shopping needs from
A to I
can be found in

'0/411isonCRiptogfaphy
Harry Allison
lance Allison

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

CHRISTMAS BREAK DAY CAMP

QUICi%Pic' r1

KE A WORE Chestnut Hd
t

753-6656

Chestnut Street

*hie

is for...

Pizza!

During the busy holiday season stop by
for our delicious All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffet or get a Pizza to go!

Home of the Ultimate in
Custom Framing.

Times Square
12th SL, Murray

Our Favorite Customer...
Happy Holidays

\7C0

Olympic Plaza, Murray 753-1300
Court Sq. Paris, TN 901442-5300

00)1 ica!

is for... Wishing You

LUciz
Check with us for special cuts
of meat for the holidays

•1

753-4175
4

the Extra-Special
& Exciting Gifts
You Can Find at

406 S :2 St

from...

& Associatec;

"There's No Place Like Homeplaa'
759-1864
Murray

4im't EDGE

Shipping

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount PharmacA

HOA1EPLACE

OMNI.

is for... UPS

To One and All from...

is for Down-Home
Cookin 'at

753-6798

Southside Shopping Center

1409 West

759-1738

pain St.

May God Bless You and Yours
This Holiday Season'

607 S. 4th St.
7934909
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SECTION B
Legislative
stationery
not okay for
solicitations
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislative stationery cannot be
used to solicit votes or money,
the General Assembly's Board of
Ethics decided Wednesday.
The board adopted an advisory
opinion to that effect, superseding three separate opinions that
had dealt with stationery and
were deemed unsatisfactory.
By opting for a new guideline,
the board took no direct action
against Republican state Sens.
Tim Philpot and Art Schmidt,
who wrote the latest disputed
letters.
Each used Senate letterhead to
criticize endorsements that a third
senator, Democrat Joe Meyer of
Covington, received from abortion opponents.
Philpot, whose letter was to the
director of Kentucky Right to
Life, said in an interview he
believed his use of legislative stationery to discuss an issue —
abortion — was justified.
"They just spent an hour and a
half discussing official stationery," Philpot said of the board.
"To me, it's a joke, considering
all that's going on."
On another case, the board
recommended the Legislative
Research Commission adopt a
rule about the use of stationery
and state equipment by legislative
leaders in writing and distributing
news releases.
House Speaker Pro Tern Pete
Worthington asked for a ruling
after news reports about his use
of stationery and a state fax
machine to announce his candidacy for speaker of the House.

40-page booklet
details Jones'
accomplishments
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones, who has
often complained about negative
treatment by the media, has
released a 40-page booklet detailing the accomplishments of his
first year in office.
The state is spending $2,300 to
print 2,5(X) copies of the firstyear booklet, which will be distributed to libraries, legislators,
economic-development prospects
and reporters, said Jones' press
secretary, Frank Ashley.
In the booklet released Tuesday, Jones shared credit for his
accomplishments with his
appointees and the legislature.
But he also wrote that he has
"worked diligently to strengthen
the office of governor" through
campaign-finance reform, gubernatorial succession and ''eliminating politics from state
architectural and engineering
contracts."
Also Tuesday, Jones began a
monthly interview program on
Kentucky Educational Television.
He spent much of the time probing his interviewer about coverage and commented that it is too
negative.
Jones pledged reform of health
care in a special legislative session early next year, and told his
TV audience, "We are embarking on the most positive, progressive change in the history of this
commonwealth."
Jones also noted that he has
saved taxpayers money by reducing the number of full-time state
employees by about 700, largely
by not filling vacancies, and by
cutting their travel. He said he
has also appointed more women
and blacks to high-ranking jobs
than any other governor.
He pledged to do even better,
and to go after waste in "a major
government reorganization," on
which he did not elaborate.

Carvey may follow Letterman to CBS

ittees'n'things
SPECIAL GIFTS FOR SP CIAL PEOPLE ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS

VICKIE WILLS • 502•7S11•11172
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.Just In - Official Licensed
Smith & Wesson Shirts.
.Lots of Blank Tees
and Sweats In Stock.

Student exchange program
offers semester in Germany
For Murray State University students who are ready for a change of
scenery, spending the 1993 fall
semester in Germany might do the
trick.
The student exchange program
with the University of Regensburg
is new this year,although it has been
in the making for several years, said
John Griffin, assistant professor of
libraries at Murray State.
Griffin returned from Regensburg in mid-October after spending
eight weeks working as program
director."The exchange is a marvelous opportunity for students," he
said. "Regensburg is a wonderful
place to be because there is a lot of
history."
Regensburg is a city of about
130,000 people, located north of
Munich on the Danube River, close
to the Bavarian Forest. It is a
medieval town with architectural
styles from every era dating back
almost 2,000 years. The town entered history as a Roman outpost,
evolved into an extremely important
market crossroad town during the
Middle Ages, became the home of

the Holy Roman Empire for more
than 150 years and is today a
growing manufacturing city with
Siemens Electric and BMW plants.
The University of Regensburg,
by contrast, is only 25 years old.
Students in the exchange live in
either dormitories or in student
apartment houses with foreign students from other countries such as
Russia, Costa Rica, Italy or Japan.
"The most rewarding recreational
activity for me was riding my bike
around the countryside where I had
been stationed for three years while
in the Air Force a long time ago,"
Griffin said.
Students who participate in the
program are given language lessons
by native Germans. "I think the
language learning was a lot of fun
for the students. They had a really
good time with the native German
instructors," Griffin said.
Students interested in enrolling in
the fall program should contact the
Murray State Center for International Programs at 762-4152. The
deadline to enroll is March.

Murray High speech
team wins sweepstakes
The Murray High School Speech
Team competed in the Western
Kentucky University Invitational
Tournament and placed first in the
sweepstakes award.
Students placed in the following
categories: Broadcasting: Erica
Rowleu, 6th; Lori Cook, 2nd; Extemporaneous Speaking: Shannon
Farley, 4th; Peter Johnson, 2nd;
Christopher Fuhrmann, 1st; Prose:
Valerie Chapman, 1st; Solo Acting:
David Graves,6th; Michael Robinson, 1st; Impromptu Speaking:

YEAR END CLOSEOUT
6.9 APR/60 MONTHS PLUS
100 TO '1,500 REBATE!
Your
Cost

Per
Mo.'

$700

$7,399

8131u

$8,799

$700

$8,099

814P

White

$9,099

$700

$8,399

814P

92 Summit 4 Dr.

White

$10,499 $1,000 $9,499

'168u

92 Ram 150 LE P.U.

White

$15,399 $1,500 $13,899

'24P

Color

Sale

92 Dodge Colt 2 Dr.

Red

$8,099

92 Dodge Colt 2 Dr.

White

92 Summit 2 Dr.

Make/Model

Rebate

•

10% Down Cash or Trade
Equity O.A.C. Plus Tax,
Title, Proc. Fee, Licence

CHRYSLER'PL YUOUTH.DODGEJEEPEAGLE
Offer Good Thru 12-31-92
ONLY

Mary Maddox, 4th, Christopher
Fuhrmann, 3rd; Peter Johnson, 1st;
Duo: Rachel Cella and Kevin Compton, 5th; Jenny Thomas and Catie
Bates, 3rd; Stacey Smith and Michael Robinson, 2nd; Storytelling:
Brad McClain, 3rd; Derek Whittaker, 1st; Oratory: Ginger Crouch,
1st; Humorous Interpretation: Rob
Carpenter, 2nd; Dramatic Interpretation: Melissa Muscio, 4th; David
Graves, 3rd; and Mary Friend, 2nd.
The team will resume competition
after the holidays.

eIf

ain's
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

The members of

First United Methodist Church
cordially invite you to join. us

Thurman's Furniture

Sunday, December 20th • 10:50 a.m.

20% Off

for our

Christmas Worship Service

Sale

with

lustin

Rev. Ra Stockard

SCEPTURE

Sermon - "Name the Nag"

A-1 GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(commircar a Rimuldsolin
FREE ESTIMATES

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING
208 E. Main St.

•4,
40
•

Christmas Lessons
& Carols-6 p.m.
A special candlelight
service focusing on
children which involves
the congregation in singing
their favorite carols
753-4834
-

1

,

753-6448

Christ...the tree of life
offering the gift of life.
off the court square

Tapestry Pillows
Crystal
Framed Prints
Silks
Brass
Lamps
Picture Frames

Call
753-7020

A LOT OF

NEW YORK (AP) — CBS, which already is trying to lure David
Letterman away from NBC, now is going after the man that NBC
has said would replace Letterman, a newspaper reported today.
—Saturday Night Live" WU Dana Carvey has begun negotiations
with CBS for a late-night talk show that would follow a Letterman
show if Letterman leaves NBC for CBS and its S16 million-a-year
offer, The New York Times reported.
NBC had planned to replace Letterman with Carvey if Letterman
departs, and had signed the actor-comedian-impersonator to what
network executives called an "exclusive long-term deal," the
Times said.
The Times quoted a television executive it did not identify as
saying CBS had begun negotiations to set Carvey up in a show that
would follow a Letterman show.
The report was widely denied. CBS Broadcast Group President
Howard Stringer said he had not initiated any negotiations to hire
Carvey. NBC executives said they had Carvey under contract until
at least November of next year and maybe six months past that.
But Carvey's agent, Brad Grey, told the Times that the contract
expires after January.
"It certainly was not a long-term deal," Grey said. "Suffice it to
say we're in the middle of the decisions to decide his future."
NBC can keep Letterman if it matches CBS's offer of about $16
million a year but it might be forced to change its late-night lineup
if it pays Leuerman that much money.
CBS has told Letterman his show would start at 11:30 p.m.,
opposite Jay Leno's "Tonight Show" on NBC. NBC executives
chose Lena over Letterman as a replacement for Johnny Carson on
"Tonight" and have said they have no intention of changing that
decision.

503 Maple St. • 753-3812
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Regional recycling center may open
CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — A vacant
budding at the Western Kentucky
Correctional Complex may be
converted into a regional recycling center for six counties.
Judge-executives from the
counties met with state and pnvate industry representatives
Tuesday to discuss a plan to recycle aluminum, corrugated paper,
newsprint, glass and plastic. The
counties involved are Lyon,
Trigg, Livingston. Marshall.
Caldwell and Crittenden.
More than half of the $80,000
to $100,000 needed to buy recycling equipment has been pledged
and minimum-security inmates
could provide needed labor while
learning a skill.
In addition, a state agency
formed to find solutions to Kentucky's solid waste dilemma is
working to secure markets for
recycled materials.
Dick Cirre, director of the
Kentucky Recycling Brokerage
Authority, said the state has
signed contracts with two buyers
and contracts are pending with
three others.

••••

Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices
SURGEON OEt Ai. s WARNING Wary Smalling
OPEN 24 HOURS istaw Goes* %duces &snow ODOM Ics Yoko Mesa

Lyon County Judge-Executive
Terry McKinney, author of the
plan and host of the meeting,
committed $50,000 in solid waste
grant money to help buy equipment for the center. Livingston
County Judge-Executive Ralph
Smith committed another
$10,000.
The other four judge executives said they favored the
project but wanted 10 discuss the
plan with their solid waste advisory boards and fiscal courts
before making a commitment

Cigarette Specials, Coupons, & Gifts
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE mu. auroras Lao)
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
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JUNIORS' TURTLENECKS
If purchaed separately. 12.99 ea. Mixed Blues'
cotton turtlenecks in an assortment of basic and

If purchased separately, $16 ea. L.ortot
turttertsc. tior,LYCRA spandex wits and collar
Soi.o co.ors or omits misses' saes S-L

EAST
•9 3
A 62
• 10 7 2
•K 6 3 2

fli t

I rida%

MISSES' HUNT CUB° TURTUENECK

•6 4
•K Q.1 10 9
•Q 9 3
•A (.4 5

Ni)%0

ii i

UPS Pick-Up

SEVEN
DAYS
3EFORE

A Crucial
Decision

WEST

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

To report local news call 753-1916

Contract Bridge

•A K 7 2
qir 7 5 4
• •••• ti 4
•9 7
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fashion solid colors Juniors' sizes S-XL

SALE

9.99

sot"TH
•Q .1 10 5
$3
• A K .15
•.1 10 4
The bidding
South West
North East
l'amm
I•
I)ii.414
I V
'as!,
2
I'ass
2V
3 NT
)pening lead — nine of clubs

i

N-r

There are often two sides to a
story For example, take this case
where South was in three notrurnp
and West led the nine of clubs Declarer played the five from dummy.
losing to East's .king East then
shifted to the nine of spades,covered
by South with the ten
West won the ten with the king
and realized that there %VHS practically no chance of defeating the contract unless East had both the eight .
of spades and ace of hearts
Accordingly. West returned the
deuce of spades at trick three This
well-reasoned shot scored a bull'seye Declarer took the eight ofspades
with the jack and had no alternative
except to tackle hearts. But when he
led a heart to dummy's nine. East
took his ace and returned the three of
spades South's Q-5 succumbed to ,
West's A-7. and the contract went
down one
There is no question that East
West defended perfectly and did ev
erything that could be expected of
them However,the fact remains that
South could have and should have
made the contract
All he had to do was to put up
dummy's ace of clubs at trick one and
lead the king of hearts at trick two.
This would have guaranteed nine
tricks no matter how the defenders'
cards were divided.
The lesson to be learned from
South's play at trick one is that a
finesse need not be taken just because it's there. Whiled-10-x facing
A-Q-z is an ideal holding for finessing purposes, the fact remains that
in the actual case taking the finesse
jeopardizes the contract while refusing the finesse guarantees the contract Given these circumstances,
declarer has no real choice but to
decline the finesse.

FLEECE CREIVNECK TOP OR PANTS
ir purchased separately, $19. Hunt Club' fleece
crewneck or pull-on pants Polyester/cotton.
Misses' and petites' S-XL
Sale 23.99 Reg 5.30 Fleece cardigan Misses' and
petite's' sizes
w......•.•••••••••••••••• ensdar Simirsge INS once on mellow

MISSES' COTTON SWEATER
Reg. $20. riormington• Essentials textured cotton
Misses sizes S XL
weater ir tasrir.

ellecerm'Mee.fiecenlee. Jensen,11

STIRRUP PAIRS FOR MISSES'. PETTTEV,
TAUS I V/ONIEN'S SS
If purchased separately. 124 es. Pleat-front
cottorvLVCRA' spandex stirrups From Hunt
Ciub' for messes Diversity' Sport for petrtes
sizes and Liz Baser' Spot" for women s sizes

chnsbe

CHRISTIE I JILL°SILK BIG SKIRT

CHRISTIE & JILL° SILK SHELL.
The important versatile silk shell in the latest

MISSES' FAILLE BLOUSE
blouse of soft polyester faille.

Reg. 39.99 Naturally soft sandwashed silk big shirt
in new brilliant colors Fashioned with a convertible
collar and removable shoulder pads. Misses* sizes

fashion colors Mosses and petites• sizes

with a graceful pleated front Misses sizes 4-18
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Phone
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inseam pockets trapunto stitching and satin trim
Polyester Misses sizes S-i,
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Special Holiday
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Office Phone
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Reg. 1110 Comfortable and cozy bootie-style
slippers with plush lining Available in solid colors
and prints Misses sizes S XL
25% OFF all other women s Dearfoams• slippers

VANDEMERE• FLEECE ROHE
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Father's ashes stolen,
recovered with car
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- MI
Kim couldn't bear to tell her family in Korea that she couldn't
return her father's ashes as she
had planned because they had
been stolen along with her car.
Now, she won't have to, thanks
to a Louisville woman who read
about the theft of Kim's 1986
Buick LeSabre during the
weekend.
Beverly Dugan remembered
how her 1984 Buick, parked in a
lot a few miles away, also was
stolen sometime early Saturday.
And she remembered what she
found in its place: a 1986 Buick
LeSabre.
Dugan called The CourierJournal, which put her in touch
with the LeSabre owners.
Jin Kim, Mi Kim's husband,
went to Dugan's apartment coin plea without telling his wife; he
did not want her hopes raised and
dashed if it wasn't their car.
But it was, and nothing in the
trunk had been disturbed.
Finally, the late Jeong Kang is
going home.
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Let the SHIPPING HEADQUARTERS Package and Ship Your Valuables to the Ones You
Love this Holiday Season!

Louisville late that night. They
thought the ashes, stored in a
cardboard box, would be safe in
the trunk.
But the next morning, the car
- and the ashes - were gone.
The Kims postponed their departure for Korea while wondering
what to do.
Now, the Kims hope to leave
for Korea on Thursday - with
the cardboard box.

0 UPSIFederial Express
Automated
Slf Moir,Scum
s
0 Boxes & Packaging Material
lkkx1rxr Kentucky 42071
(502) 753 8887
O Reasonable Rates
O Conveniently Located

Hal Natace-Bruker
753-7955

811 Boiesilise
753.75411

David Morris
759-4%0

MEM

1111141111MMt

/

Read the classifieds daily

IDsEAS!
GIs FT
TE
NU
LASTOnlyMI
7 more shopping day til Christma
SAVE WHEN YOU BUY ANY COMBINATION OF
TOWNCRAFT LONG - OR SHORT-SLEEVED DRESS
SHIRTS IN SOLID COLORS OR STRIPES

Kang, a 57-year-old restaurant
owner in Cheon An, died last
summer while visiting his
daughter in Nashville, Tenn. Kim
had his body cremated and had
stored the ashes in a safe deposit
box until she could take them
back to their family in Korea.
The Kims, Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary students
who moved to Louisville in September, were planning to leave
for Korea last Sunday. So on Friday, they drove to Nashville, got
the ashes, and arrived back in

•.;

ST. JOHN'S BAYe TURTLENECK-

Designed to keep him comfortable on the trail or
around town All-cotton turtleneck in a wide
assortment of colors. Men's sizes

TOWNCRAFTe CREW SOCKS
Id purchased separately, 9.99 pkg. of 6.
Athletic-length, elastic top socks of
cotton/polyester In all-white, basics and stripes

1

la

Man empties
marijuana from
pockets at courthouse
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A
man approaching metal detectors
at Jefferson County's court building got the metal out of his pockets but was stopped anyway when
he also pulled out a small package of marijuana, officials said.
Jeffrey Eversole, 35, of Louisville, was charged with a misdemeanor count of marijuana possession after he approached the
Hall of Justice's metal detectors
and emptied his pockets of
everything.
That included a package of
plastic wrapped around about a
tenth of an ounce of marijuana,
according to a report by Deputy
Sheriff Pete Burkey. When Burkey grabbed for the marijuana,
Eversole tried to take it back, the
report said.
Eversole turned and ran toward
the door, but Burkey caught him
and took him into custody, the
report said.
Eversole was booked into the
county jail Tuesday afternoon,
then released on his own recognizance a short time later. He
pleaded innocent Wednesday
morning, then left the Hall of
Justice.
Without the marijuana.

Read the classifieds

21.99
CITY STREETS°PANTS
e Reg.$28. Upbeat. downtown styling in belted,

pleated pants of polyester/rayon Assorted colors.
Young men's sizes

ARIZONA PIQUE KNIT SHIRT
'Reg. 19.99 ea. A great cotton shirt to pair up win

TOY/KRAFT DRESS SHIRT

and stripes in longI If purchased separately, $15 to $18 ea. Choose from a variety of solid colors
or short-sleeved styles. Polyester/cotton. Men's sizes.

9

1..

NOW
,.... . 18.9
9

leans From The Original Arizona Jean Compan.,'.
Assorted colors Young men's S-XL24
Decenten.
Sate onc• effect.. Mr.:nein 'Monday

NOW

18.99
,. \

NN•

•

41
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LEVI'S" 5501"JEANS

BOYS' FLEECE SEPARATES
If purchased separately, $12 ea. Buy 2
Apparatus' crewneck tops. 2 pants or top and
pants: assorted colors in 9 oz. cotton/polyester
S-XL for boys' sizes 8-20.

NEW MOVESe FLEECE SEPARATES

GIRLS' LEE DENIM JEANS

e Double stonewashed or new age bleach finish
Boys sizes 8-14
Sale 9.99 Reg. $14. Apparatus' washable rayon
shirt S-XL for boys' sizes 8-20.

Cotton denims in assorted finishes Sizes 7-14
Sale 8.99 Reg. $12 New Moves* tie-front cotton
shirt. Sizes 7-14.
fkies 4-45 also on sale at septet smile etrodeble

glees
"Now" onen represent use,.on neguler

If purchased separately, $12 ea. Buy 2 crew
neck tops. 2 pants or top and pants. assorted
colors in 9-oz cotton/polyester S-L for girls
sizes 7-14
Girt* Sae* 4-65 sise astelebut

Boys' pus 4-7 oleo aseilettle.

JAGUAR CAPRI" 27" PULLMAN

BED-IN-A-BAG SET

INFANTS' MITTEN CUFF GOWN
Reg. 4.99. A great buy for new parents on a
budget, Toddletime* gown of flame-retardant
polyester Assorted solid pastel colors and prints
Fits boys or girls up to 3 mos or 12 lbs
Si our eleeentoser meet* awes retrdent eutnele•de Set be 4400* len

i

Best Wishes
for a happy

holiday season.
J & S Chevron CO.

--,1111
71D-=-

Twin set includes one each flat and fitted sheets,
pillowcase, comforter, bedsktrt and pillow sham
and
(2 Shams and pillowcases in full queen
king sizes I
uru 00.isle at sanule• wens*

Sales
R*gutter prices appearing on Mrs ad ars offering picot only.
may Or may not have been made at reguier pores
Peewee Settesley. Dettembor
Reis once* on repAte synced rrwrr.and••• eteeeerne
0,, noir woes en enenei
orient oenennest netete Oereerna••• on repreeent 11111004111
hese been Wien en ete44440 Wees
Posy
mersdeptut
Internseesee
shown
en
enc..
Poet.
• cieeineral AO Wee
untel
treeenee
lereuettone on onetnei• wiped ncrentsebee
yyk,. Se.ow Buy awl caoaraul aer.• Mai 111040.5 repreeent
'cop,
▪

4. • 44
27
.

a.T2'

Office Phone
759-1400
Catalog Phone
7S0 40E10
1-800-222-6181

Special Holiday
Hours;

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.•Wed. 10-8
Thurs & Fri 9-8
Sal. 9-8, Sun 1-5

4404.110 00 enfne. vetoes

of colors. 27x50"
IHand towel. Reg. $6 Sate 4.49
'Washcloth, Reg. 3 50 Sale 2.99
wowew ammo uccvwiwl,Jarod•rr•
ar•

0R.S. 0
0
! 12)
iir 1..."11(

0 INS. JCPenney Cantor, fre

618 8. 12th St • Murray, Ky.
753-1615

TIE JCPENNEY TOWEL°
•Reg.$8. 100% combed cotton in a wide range

Mon.-Sat. 9-9:30
Sun. 12:30-8
through Christmas

.
441'

• 6
lit•

C.: 1;

taidt
•

Rog. $55. Durable, lightweight nylon luggage
with vinyl trim Self-repairing nylon zippers
Sale 24.99 Reg 135. 21" carry-on.
Sale 15.99 Reg $25. Beauty case.
Sale 29.99 Reg $45. 24" duffle.
Sale 39.99 Reg $55 Deluxe garment bag.
Sale 19.99 Reg $30 Maxi-tote

Isidetkonel open. on sole et goner *ernes Bob ones leteeettve
throper tistunley. December SI

E.INT .141LT 9 A..i1 _

Penney
Chestnut Hills • Murray
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Seance suggested to contact dead girl

4ksit 'Tis The Season 4kilt
to say "Merry Christmas" and
"Thank You" for your business
throughout 1992.
* * * * *

* *

* * * * *

Register To Win
A Shotgun From Napa
No

Purchase Necessary • Must be lti years old or
See complete details at Murray Auto Parts.
Need not be present to win.

o:dcr

'47=31:st

Please Register Me To Win the Shotgun

Peace On Earth.

Name

May the spint`of brotherhood unite the world
a3 we celebrate this very specia holday
We appreciate your good will and
friendship throughout the year

Address
State

Town

Napa Store Murray

Phone

Shanda Rene Sharer was burned
alive and seemed happy Sharer
was dead.
The testimony was the most
emotional yet during the weeklong Jefferson Circuit Court proceeding leading to Loveless' sentencing. Loveless had become
hysterical Tuesday after Tackett
described how Sharer lay naked,
badly beaten and incoherent in
the trunk of a car shortly before

MADISON, Ind. (AP) — A
teen-age girl who dabbled in the
occult and black magic testified
Wednesday that a companion
suggested they conduct a seance
to summon the spirit of a
I2-year-old girl they had beaten
and killed.
Mary Laurine Tackett, 18. also
testified in a sentencing hearing
for 17-year-old Melinda Loveless
that Loveless was laughing after

-

bray Appliance and 11

Murray Auto Parts
753-4424

Hwy 641 North

753-1586

212 East Main St.

Read the classifieds

"I was bending over Shanda
and all of a sudden she was on
fire. My hair was singed." Tackett said. "I looked back and
Melinda was running — she told
us to come back to the car. I
walked back and we drove off."
Tackett said that after the girls
were back in the car, Loveless
had told her, Rippey and Toni
Lawrence, 16, that she had seen
Sharer's face as she was burning.
Lawrence testified against
Loveless on Tuesday as part of
an agreement she made with prosecutors. She pleaded guilty last
month to one count of criminal
confinement and could be sentenced to as much as 20 years in
prison.

What can
Purchase This Weekend at Fleming.
Furniture In Benton?

Answer:
**All the Furniture, Appliances,TVs
81VCRs,Carpetand AccessoriesY
Dreamed About.,
,.„.

•

4•

I
A.

eY4

**HERE'S HOW,if

Alithe in Staik;
Name Brand Home Furnishings You Would Like...Broyhili,
Lane, La-Z-Boye (s.m.n only), Thomasville, Sealy, G.E., Ze;
'pith®, and More... and With a Minimum Purchase Of $399
and Your good Credit, You:Pay. No Down Payment, No
Interest, and Just $10.00 a Mon* Regardless of the Size of
the Purchase for the First Year. Example: Broyhill Bedroom
Suite Regular $1,299 NOW $899 Save $400,Plus you Pay
Just $10 a Month for the First Year.

"

9:09 - 5:00
.
9

Thursday

Chapman has been in the
Grundy County Jail since his
Nov. 6 arrest in connection with
the attempted robbery of a Nash7vine, Tenn., woman at the rest.
stop. The woman fled the rest
stop and drove to the next 1-24
exit to call police after a man at
the rest stop tried to grab her
purse.
"He was on duty when we
think she (Metzger) was killed,
and he had been a suspect all
along: one of our suspects," Sain
said. "After he tried to rob this
(other) lady, the investigation
focused on him."
Chapman is also a suspect in
the death two years ago of a convenience store worker in a nearby
county, Sain said. Results of .
similar genetic tests may also
determine whether Chapman is
charged in that case, he said.
Metzger's sister-in-law, Melissa Metzger of Ncwburgh, Ind.,
said both of the women who were
killed had red hair and had been
sexually assaulted.
Sain said he never believed the
former nun's death was related to
the unsolved slayings of redhaired women whose bodies were
found along interstate highways
in the South and Midwest.
"I think that's something the
press wanted to believe," Sain
said.

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
The results of DNA tests will
determine whether a former
attendant at a freeway rest stop in
Tennessee is charged in the June
killing of a former nun from
Indiana, a sheriffs detective said.
John Chapman, 25, of Alumont, Tenn., is a suspect in the
June 7 strangulation of Vicki Sue
Metzger, Grundy County sheriff's
investigator Roy Sain said
Wednesday.
An analysis of genetic material
gathered when Metzger's body
was found on June 11 beneath
some brush at the rest stop along
Interstate 24 near Monteagle,
Tenn., should be completed in
January, Sain said. She had been
strangled with a bare hand, autopsy results showed.
Sain said Chapman had been
one of the original suspects in the
case despite speculation that the
slaying of Metzger. a redhead,
was linked to those of six other
red-haired women found along
freeways since 1991.
Chapman was working at the
rest stop at the time Metzger disappeared. She had been traveling
from her home in Jeffersonville.
Ind., to Atlanta on business, and
recently had been released from
vows she took to become a nun at
the Sisters of St. Benedict in Ferdinand, Ind.

Fleming - Benton

Questioiti

•

Special
Store

She had testified Tuesday that
Sharer was crying but unable to
speak as she was soaked in gasoline by Hope A. Rippey, 16,
alongside a rural road the morning of Jan. II. But Tackett said
she did not see who lit a match
and set the girl on fire.

Man suspected in killing

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton . • * Fleming - Benton & Pociuccti ••• Kelley-Wiggins - Benton •

•
•

her death.
Loveless and Tackett both
pleaded guilty last month before
Circuit Judge Ted R. Todd to
charges of murder, arson and
criminal confinement and could
face up to 60 years in prison
each.
Tackett, who admitted she
once shaved her head, dressed in
black and tried to speak with the
dead, said it was Loveless who
suggested a seance to ask Sharer's spirit what it felt like to be
burned to death.
During cross-examination
Wednesday morning, Loveless'
attorney, Russell Johnson of
Franklin, asked Tackett if she had
ever brought up the idea of initiating such a seance.
"No. Melinda brought it up."
said Tackett.
Tackett said she was interested
in black magic, "but I'm not into
it," and acknowledged she had
attempted to "channel." the supposed practice of allowing spirits
of the dead to speak through
one's mouth.

"Paducah's MOST INTERESTING STORE"

come see - youl agree

PECAN HALVES
3

-

IV-

Matheson &
BOXsprings
Just $10
a Month
swori

•

01-6
)

4/10".

.400,4.t‘

fresh shipment just received

Jost
•4/410

• /4

"3RD ANNUAL" HELP FEED
THE NEEDY CONTEST
gy Voting's,Your'rowans Chnotrnott 1,s.In
Lifts;Ihducah Or Illonton Location Wo.Along
With Our Aseil Sch Goss Novo Jo mod ogotho;
T.M.k.Tlos Tow A Wry;Awry Christina" Tot
Out Community s Noody And Hloilp Th. Winning School With A Spoci• Pato To Vow Of
You. School Toro Amp Ii Cannod Food
Ono Con equals On* Vol Ti,.itod You
Tho headline
Donato IMO Do Olotnbutimill
Faintly Smincios Bock to Vow AtoWit Woody it
You Proem To the Ciotti Silk &omits Ono
Smolt To Pim/chime
Vole Vii.Mono, WW
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OMANI Co
Co.
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I ;AO Senate. All Mom Tram Oyer 14 ki
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WATER CHESTNUTS
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Ends Siih.

full pound
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Monday - Saturday 900 - MOO,
1:00 - 3,00
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The Party Mart
509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza
OPEN 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 111 11 P.M.
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Classified

DEADLINES

I

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 cm.
Wednesday Edition
1
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
\i,it \I, I
010
020
025
030
040
050

.....

\
Legal Notice
Notice
........Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lesit & Found

FARMERS MARKE1

sl lit Ii I •-•

Ivo
Farm Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390 .......--.... Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

120
Insurance
230
Exterminating
250...„.............. Ballness Services
290
Healing And Cooling
630
Services Offered

4 \iv' Ii., ill •I
060

9118CELLANIKOL'S

070

Help Wanted
-Domestic & Childcare

090
100
110

410

Public Salo

540

For Trade

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Fres Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

020

020
*dog

RENT A-Jolly Santa Claus
years of experience Beaut
dui suit and accessories
Available for parbes or individuals 437 4373 after
5001

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
A vallable Mini Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Cam. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is mom important
than ever. For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell

Insurance
753-4199
•fret

dawn var,c4•

THE South 641 Water District hereby grves notice
that during the Dina period
of JULY 1 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30 1992, the water supply tailed to comply
with certain monitoring requirements as required by
401 KAR 8 703 inclusive
The specific violations for
the time period are August
Failure to submit the required number of bacteriological samples two samples are required, one
sample submitted in August Any potential adverse
health effects to any segment of the populations
could not be determined
due to failure to comply with
the monitoring requirements In most cases, monitonng violations do not
require the public to seek
alternative water supplies
or take preventive measures. If alternative water
supplies or preventive
measures are needed, the
public shall be notified immediately The South 641
Water District will take the
necessary action to reduce
or eliminate monitoring violations For more information contact Joey Marshall
(4928857) at South 641
Water District
TRANSFER home movies
to video tape Only 74 per
foot Makes a great gift Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759-9246
050

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
NINNY
Sandra, Kerry,
Clint 4 Kai's."

Lam
And Found

REWARD
Lost
BaKset Hound, with
pink & yellow collar.
Whiskey Ridge Area.

Call 436-5671
nifty this
CRAFTY LADY will
be FIFTY on December 25. Give her a
call 753-3110
Isn't

it

FORREST
BLUE PRINTS
Drawings For New
Homes & Additions

753-9688

Rent-A-Car
515 S 12th St. 753-2255

02;
Personals
CHRISTIAN Dating &
Friendship Service For
free information packet call
1 800-829-328.3
CHRISTMAS Rentals De
luxe Santa suit economy
sante suit grandmother
sant* suit, scrooge suit
Carter Studio 753 8298
MRS Theresa Reader and
Advisor A true born psy
clic, gifted from God Specie' $600 502-554-7904

470
480
495
1 490
496
500
510
520

FOUND Tame Ptarmigan
Pigeon doubtless an es
caped pet. strikingly white
with heavily feathered
shanks has taken rev
dance at my Lake side cottage near Paris Landing,
TN In danger of capture by
cat Hunter M Hancock,
90 1 - 2 3 2 - 8 3 2 5 ,
502-753-0271

COMPUTERS, UNIX operating system knowledge required IBM System 36 arid
RPG experience helpful
Send resume to BancServ,
Inc 2545 East Wood
Street, Pans, TN 38242

280

11

/

11

/t1 \ 1 11.

285 Mobile Horn* Lola For Rent

270.-- Mobile Homes For Sale
365............... For Sal. Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Horne Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

...... Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

House. For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale
180

050
Help
Winged

DISTRIBUTORS for all natural products good money
and incentives Call
436-2000

XX:1001XXX3000000CX

DOLL HOUSE
Wit

X

DRIVERS OVER 100 new
conventionals arrivingl
Good pay and benefits No
relocation Call Vernon
Milling Co Inc Laurens
SC, at 1 800 964 8743 or
1 803 682 4196

BREAK TIME Billiards Di
ineland Shopping Center
Owner wants offer
502-442-2900
or
443-3505,ask for Lu Ann or
Harold

EASY World Excellent pay!
Assemble products at
home Call toll free.
1 800 467 6226 ext 8047

Beauty Shop
For Lease

ENERGETIC caring LPN
needed for 2pm lOpm shift
at Britthaven of Benton
Apply between 8am-4pm,
Mon Fri

With equipment furnshed
Established dente. Good
location, new building Expanerve required Call lor
more information.

OWNER Operators-Run
midwest south-southeast
Home every 7-14 days, mileage pay. bonuses, base
plat/permits, workers comp
paid Heartland Express,
Inc 800 441 4953
PAINTERS Residential
experience needed for
local contractor Taxes
withheld weekly pay
753-2407 or 753-9382

Ion
Buslowss
Opportunity

753-9959 or
759-4442
OUTSIDE WOOD BURNING FURNACE Works
with hot water or hot air
heating systems Dealerships available AQUA
THERN, Brooten, MN
56316 1-800-325-2760
110
Instructicin

PART time position for
gymnastics instructor
753-1976 or 753 6705

TRUCK DRIVERS Therelocation services division of
North American Van Lines,
Inc , needs owner operators immediately Up to
$5 000 contract signing bonus and $200 guaranteed
linehaul offering per year
for top quality van operators with 2 years experience in household goods or
electronics For those wino
exp . tuition tree training a
available Lease or purchase
available
1-800-348-2147, dept
V-260

COMPUTER Technology
Plus offers Computer
courses, business, private
instruction, including CAD
programs 759-9158
120

Cornputws
COMMODORE 64, 2
drives, telephone modem,
hundreds of programs,
printer and other accessories, $200 Tandy computer
tape recorder printer and
lots of software, $100
354 6742
COMPUTERS Sales &
Service tree set up & training home/office Hawkins
Research, 753-7001
NEW IBM Compatible
Color Printer $195
753-7001
160
Wars
To Buy

CASH paid for good, used

KING size waterbed with
rats, lights and mirrors on
headboard, storage drawers underneath, like new
condition Call 527-1051

KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specializing in criminal civil,
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
502 436 6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262, 901-642-6290
WANT to buy set of bunk
beds, 753-2515

1988 Panasonic FP-1530
Genesis color on color copier 753-1970
IATURS !ROM SMIA
Pendell/id OoldmiieBel,

Fulton, Kentucky

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
C, . Custom Vans arid Vans For fioc

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE•DUCK

112 SO 12111
Murray KY 12071

Lowest Thins in To yin'
Coady, Wrelity or Monthly Hates

16 CAR hauling tarter, tandem axles. $250 or trade
Call after 5pm. 489-2050 or
753-2533
200
Sports
EtF-1904011

312 Molt St %troy
753-8657

BOGARD trucking and excavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, NI dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1829

12 GAUGE Remington
11 87 premiere auto, like
new, with Rem chokes, decelerator pad and fitted
case $400 436-2940
HAND made knives
753-2496
210
Firewood
A 1-A FIREWOOD service
$30 rick delivered
492-8254

COLLECTION of Charles A FIREWOOD for sale
Frace' Wildlife Pnnts, Snow 437 4667
Leopards Seals, 1973 to
FIREWOOD 436 5598
present Everything must
gol 753-7419 after 4pm
SEASONED firewood. oak
DRAFTING table and chair, 753-5476
435-4496 or 489-2321
WOOD for sale. 753-0527
FRED'S Home Crafter or 753-9745
Woodwork on sale Dis220
played at University Tire,
1406 Main St Ph
Husks'
753-4994 759-4675 Items
KIMBALL
church organ to
made to order
sale, $1000. obo Contac
GEM stones from amethyst Rev Denton, 753-5809
to zircon All sizes all
types We have many LEAD guitarist looking for
mountings to choose from established band Rock or
For free lest call 354-6742 Country Rock Call Kevin at
(phone or fax) Free stone 606-266-5577
to 1st 10 callers
OLDER piano for sale,
LET us make your clothes, good condition, $100 Call
alter and repair Uniforms 759-1260 ask for Andy
and sportswear, rentals, PIANO tuning John
gowns and tuxedos Ruth s Gottschalk 753-9600
See and Sew, Country
Square 1608 N 121, Mur- UPRIGHT piano tuned and
ready to play, $100
ray 753-6981
753-2476
LOG Homes Design Ser240
vices FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
illeaillaneems
HOMES, Route 1 Box
Seel( Moss, TN 38575 CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
800-231-3695
now offers U S and foreign
cons at Hoboes Coin and
QUILTS for sale 753-2365
Card Shop 102 North 5th
or 753-9666
Street, in Murray Our
ROCKING horses all coins, proof sets paper
currency and coin supplies
sizes In time for Christmas
we available at Decades
753-6249
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
SPA, 5
person, Mercantile (in Aurora)
6'7"x6•10x35, 21ip pump Stamps and
stamp sup
for 5 lets, light, ozone, air, plies are featured along
cover, and redwood steps
with our corns arid coin
2 years old $2950 Call supplies at the Book Rack
753-3488
(Dixieland Shopping Canter in Murray) We appraise
STEREO, dual cassette
am/fm radio 3 band equa- estates and are active buylizer, turntable, speakers ers of coins and stamps
Call 5027534161
included, $50 753-5891

WEAR It Again Sam flannel
rompers as seen at Aurora
Craft Far great selection
492 8575

Appliances
TAPPAN stove, avocado
$100 436-5508
180
Home
Funds/1w
COFFE tsble dark wood,
$20 753-5891

America s Second Car

•

We arc expanding our staff and
looking for dedicated people who
would like to work for the best
facility in the state of Kentucky.
RN,LPN's, CNA's. Needed for all
shifts. Competitive salary and benefits - Apply in person MondayFriday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Hear,
Equipment

Fiutcmated Direct Moil

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

Haws Memorial
Nursing Home

FORD 3000 tractor 3 14'
plow, 2 row cultivator Call
after 5pm 759-9609

THELMA'S SARGON
licie Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used F urniture AP'
phonate. and Msc hems
Use Our layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

GOOD used couch and
char with wood writs ma
teNe and end amble excellent condition Call
753-8700 ($150411)

GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking mountain top
views Fireplace, balcony,
kitchen indoor pool, Acuzzis Honeymoon and
weekend specials l Free
brochure 1 800 242 4853
(205) 988-5139
•

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
406 Discount 2n4 Rum
60% Dtecount 3n1 Run
tAll 3 Ads Must Run Withui 6 Dey Period
SI 75 per collies inch extra for Tuesday 'Shoe
ping Guide)

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential lnvesb
gations Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641
270
Mobilo
Homes For Sale
1991, 14x70 2br, 2 bath
mobile home For more information call 753-1506 or
901-847 6031
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027'
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles and
doubles Financing available Clean, late model
homes. Green Tree Financial Corp -Kentucky,
606-223-1010
or
1-800-221-8204.
OUALITY built, energy efficient homes at affordable
prices'It you compare qual
ity, insulation, set-up and
options, you will find we
have the best housing
value Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc , Hwy 79 East,
Parrs, TN 1 800-642-4891
THIS week only FREE
washer and dryer with any
Palm Harbor home Deluxe
models, designer baths,
fantasy kitchens, fireplaces We guarantee the
lowest prices FREE factory tour Elegant homes.
606 824 9832
USED MOBILE HOME FINANCING, 1976 and
newer from Green Tree Financial Competitive rates
fast friendly service Call
today 1 800-221 8204
USED mobile homes for
sale, several to choose
from, prices starting at
52495, includes free delivery and set-up Hurry before they're all gone. Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79
East, Paris, TN
90 1 - 64 4 - 00 1 2
1-800-533-3568 (TN)
260
Mobilo
Homes For Rom
2BR water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
MOBILE home for rent on
private lot 1 mile East on
Hwy 94 Deposit required
753 5536

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tame to college 753-5209

•

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

320
&menses
San/ices

WOLFF TANNING BEDS,
new commercial home units from $199 Lampe, lotions, accessories Monthly
payments low as $18 Call
today, FREE NEW color
catalog, 1-800-228-6292

DRIVERS
Start 24
cents 26 cents Earn to 30
cents Home regularly, free
medical/dental, retirement,
$1 000 tarp pay safety bonus conventionals Requires proven experience
and 23 years of age Hor
nady Truck Line
1-800-648 9664

250
Home
Furnishings

X rifles, shotguns, and pis-

SEWING lobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061

SIERCHANDISE
120
Computers
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Bay
150
.Artieles For Salo
155
Appliances
1110
Home Furnishings
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
150 .
Sawing Machines
195 .......----...Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
3110 ..........—........Pats & Supplies

Ward
To Buy

.

Exotic Dancers
x
fay. 71 East Pens, Tenn x
DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making X Mon.-Sit. 6 p.m-2 sin X
901442-4297
X
positive advances for the X
future? We have 22 JOB XXXXXXX300000000C
OPENINGS for people ben70
tween the ages of 16 22
Domestic
years, if you are not in
Clikkies
school Call 753 9378 five
days a week between ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex8 00am 3 00pm We are an perienced, dependable
EOE This proiect is funded cleaning service Home or
by the Western Kentucky office References Call
Private Industry Council
Kimberly White 436 2569
JTPA
WILL keep children in my
DRIVERS Over-The-Road
home by hour day or week
Van, Nat, 35 stales One Have
references
year's verifiable experi- 753-3102
ence Start 24 cents 28
cents/mile with 3 years WILL stay nights with of
benefits
Call derly Call 753 4590 after
1-800-444 6648
5pm

COVENANT TRANSPORT WANTED barmaids waft
NOW HIRING OTR DRIV- resses dancers $500 plus
ERS THE BEST TEAM weekly Doll House Cafe.
PAY IN THE INDUSTRY Paris TN 642-4297,
27 cents-29 cents per mile 6prn-2.m
plus mileage and longevity
bonus, moteVlayover pay.
loading/unloading pay.
paid insurance REQUIREMENTS age 23 with 1 year
verifiable OTR, class A
CDL with HAZ/mat STUDENTS WELCOME
1-800-441-4394

(orations Coast to I

Est ‘11-. sti s

PAGE 5B

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

g a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Mobile Homes For Rent

Help
Wanted

TRUCK DRIVERS, 1year
exp up to 28 centsimile to
start Choose van or flat
LOST at Library, brown Tuition-free training for
suede back-pack iv/books those wino exp Great benefits Call Poole Truck Line
Reward 436-2569
1-800-553-9443 Dept T9

COAL truck driver needed
for over the road Salary
negotiable depending on
experience, start after first
of the year
Call
901-247-3957

HOURS:

lit

ItANSPORTNI'll)N
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

060
Rollos

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open aN yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119
1 800 649 3804

)1 I It I

ADJUSTMENT$

PLACE AN AD C11.1

753-1916

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

320
Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

1 OR 2br apts new down
town Murray 753 4109

5 ROOM apartment or office space located at 703 S
4th St See Carlos Black Jr
at Black's Decorating Center or call 753-0839 or
436-2935

1 ROOM efficiency apart
ment, very near MSU
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9898

CHARMING 2br, 2 bath
2 BEDROOM duplex duplex with garage North
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD wood Dr Appliances furn$355 discounted rent Cen- ished.central air and gas
tral heat Lease, deposit, no heat $475/mo. 1 month
pets Refrigerator, stove, deposit and 1 year lease
dishwasher included
no pets 753-2905
759-9874
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br,
28R 2 bath duplex, carpet, no pets Zimmerman Apts
appliances, garage, central South 16th St 753-6609
h/a $475/mo Call
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
753-5870
KY, is now renting You
28R carpeting, drapes, ref
must be 62, handicapped,
dishwasher, wid hook-up, or disabled New
1 and 2br
central his, $350/mo De- units 502 527 8574
for
posit required No pets more informati
on Equal
753-9240
Housing Opportunity
2BR duplex on Story Ave , HOUSING near MSU for
up
dead end street Ap- to 4 students Available for
pliances furnished central Spring Semester Coleman
no pets Lease and RE, 753 9898
deposit requ , red
MUR CAL Apartments now
753 7185
accepting applications for
2BR duplex, Southwood 1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Dr central h/a, wqd hook
Housing Opportunity
up deposit and lease no
ouired 759 1680 or NEW 1,140sq ft duplex, all
382 2573
gas, central air, appliances
plus dishwasher, utility
2BR duplex with garage
dishwasher garage dis- room with *rid hook up
quiet area, avail 1215.
posal wA hook-up
$450'mo Day 753 7688 lease and deposit, no pets
759-1087
Night 759 4703
NEWLY built duplex, 2br,
2BR duplex in Northwood
carpeted, stove, refrigera$325irno 759 4406
tor, dishwasher, micro
wave, central he
2BR duplex with carport, 753-5149
w/c1 hook-up, 5300tmo
NICE 2br apt in North
498 8977
wood Available Jan 1st
2BR near MSU Available appliances furnished, wid
now $300/mo. water and hook up no pets lease and
appliances furnished Cde- deposit
$325imo
man RE, 753-9898
753-0814

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may mallfy for preferred rates. Below

are a tew =Wily preferred rates at
different agesfor a $4.000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37

FEMALE
age
age
age
age
age

age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

40
50
60
70
80

-

$8.13
9.85
13.57
22.13
42.49

r-

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray, KY
"Our 29th year af service"

TRAILER for rent 2br
stove, refrigerator washer
and dryer, on private lot
Hwy 80 East of Hardin
$200 plus depsoit
502-354-8880

Real Estate
Auction
Friday, Dec. 18 • 5 p.m.

300
Businees
Rentals
4 CAR dean up shop of
ice, paved lot, air
753-4509

GET MARRIED Beautiful BUSINESS offices for rent
chapel in Smoky Moun- Part time, full time, small.
tains, Gatlinburg- large Very reasonable
Weddings, simple to eleg- rent Call Mur Cal Realty
ant Photographs, flowers, 753-4444
Imo videos, lodging or- FOR Rent Business Retail
dained minister, no blood or Office Space in S Side
test, no waiting
Shopping Center
1 800-242 7115
753 4509 or 753 6612
HEARTLAND WEDDING
CHAPEL Memorable, old
320
fashioned wedding in
Smoky Mountains on Little
River Romantic Carnage
Ride No test/no waiting
1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished
1 800 448 VOWS (8697)
apartments, mos, neer LiraWE BUY MORTGAGES versity 3br housi, 1604
and trust deeds Did you Main St. central gas heat,
sell property? Receiving atc, near campus,
peymenes? Why waits Fast $450/mo 753-6111 days,
733-0808 nights
cash nowl Any six.nationwide Great prices lEiFt, nice, neer MSU All
Call 1 800 659 CASH utilities pod Coleman RE
(2274)
753-0898

ter=

Commercial property formerly
Murray Upholstery located at
4th & Sycamore.

.4.4t.„ F‘.
Nitek.0:

•

•

it's-We!ext.. ebs!

no is
4.

rev

20% down, balance 15 days. Possession with deed.
WILL BE SOLD AS IS

Wilson Realt.‘
75:;-39(;:))
1,„L,
D,,„ \hut,.
„,
11 1 1
It

1,..11,
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NICE 2br apt on Wise at
Panorama Shores Call
502 355-2846

•
"
4Xit
.‘.1
Vt.7̀•.•
•10
•

OFFERED by Gal Rental
Property very nice brand
new 2br apartments with
easy access to MSU Each
has bey window trench
door to deck washer and
dryer stove refrigerator
dishwasher and micro
wave 2 apartments ex
pecied to be handicapped

PUPPIES AKC Miniature PERFECT STARTER
Dachshund black deposit HOME PRICED RI ME
will hold (Camden) 530'S 3br Irving room.
kitchen 1 bath dining
901 584 4475
room, utility Washer and
PUPPIES to( Christmas
dryer and appliances in
Husky Collie mix 5 weeks eluded 501 S 9th St
old $20ea 345-2462
753 7027
4'

Public
Salo

CARPORT
SALE

accessible based on re
sponse and 2 are not
Ready fix occupancy by
March 15th $450mo Cal
Coleman RE 7530898

400 N. 601

411

VERY nice clean
tral ha
no
4

up

WALK to MSU 'to apart
merit. $200mo Bob Perrin
RE MAX Proper' es
753 7653
WANTED 2 roommates to
share 3br furnished apart
merit *male Water and
nc. „clod
garbage
$120mo Cal Boo at Trop
les Tann.ng Saion
753-8477 for intormason
Available Dec 1 '992

1979 JEEP CJ7, V-8.
1speed hard lop. black
w/c:hrome wheels, $3500
obo Call after 5pm.
753 2533

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436 5560

470

19
7 am-5 p.m.

1982 JEEP CJ7. excellent
$2500
condition
436 5004
1984 S 10 SHORT bed
44 V6 4 speed arnAm
onset* sliding rear
dow Leer Topper new rubber $3500 obo ExceNent
Phon•
condition
502 227 8015

Motorcycles
1989 YAMAHA `1280
$350 753 3800 after 5pm

Long dad carper lop
113 fireproof sate new
75 000 BTU naLoal gas
healer answering ser
vice mist items

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments I 2 a 3 bedrooms Apply Heckle Apia
Ky or call
Hardin
502-437 4113 EHO
UPSTAIRS 2 bedroom
apartment Osman, lease
no pets, 113 S 1 31•1 St Cal
753 3488

St.

Murray
Sat., Dec.

SPANKING new 2br 1
ban cludes with carport
Appliances turnshed Can
:rat air and gas heat
$421mo 1 month deposit
' year Wass no pets
753 2905

COLSON S Home Repair
Remodeling carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436 2575 after 5pm

TOTALLY redecorated and
renovated 3 bedroom
home on 1 acre lot Located
between Moray and Ken
lucky Lake Attractive
home and anraceve price
Just reduced to $62 500
Contact Kcppenid Realty
753 1222 MLS $4570

01

BOB Haien Real Estate
Sales Apprasais Property
Mgt RE MAX 753 SOLD

4 WHEELERS 1989 200
Blaster $1505 1987 250x
$1695 1988 350 Warrior.
$1696 1987 80 Moto 4
$895 Motorcycles 1986
Honda 100R $695 1987
Yamaha 80 Eig Wheel
$696 1986 Yamaha 200
$795
Big Wheel
437 4723 437 4639
HONDA CM 600 F2 sport
bike red and white Can be
seen an 904 Olive
753-7027

KOPPERuD REALTY of
lees a complete range of
Real Estate sec.lam with• insissAnA MX80 excellent
wed* selection 01 quality donation 5300 492 8629
prices
a
homes
753 1222
LARGE Commerc.ia Bulid
,ng that has been re
worked re wired re
Doled Vacant and ready
'or your business 605
Maple St $48 500 MIS
14.392 Contact Kopperud
Ream 753 '222

RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Jew, Bird Bel
Air Center 502 753 SOLD
2 OR 3br duplexes centrig '800 369 580
aPPIGOIICee furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

USED tires 195 70 14
Goodyear Eagle GT bled.
wall mounted and be
lanced $125 • tax per set
Key Auto Parts Hwy 121
South 7535500

1988 FORD Bronco XL,
blue lugg rack. Meade.
frn cassette low miles. new
heater corls! $6200
7538054
1989 GMC S 15 pick up
5- 4Peed no air low mi
Wage nice lelle red truck
Call between 900 and
500 753 5865

CREEKVlEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$40rmo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units rival
able 753-2905 for more
information

3BR 2 bath
condr'753 6prr
3293 after

HUDSON Company Sad
dies Bridles & Horse sup
plies 753 4545 759 1823'
753 6763
1,•••
.

REGISTERED AMHP 111
MINOR Palomino colt 16
months old height 36' no
bed hikes very genie ex
mewl 4 H protect $450
Also baled hay $1 40
489 2333

AKC Dechshund tor love or
show for sae to approved
home 502 753-4333
AKC Golden Retrievers
Miniature Schnauzers
wormed and shots
502483-2301
AKC Pomeranian puppies
reedy or we hold for Chnst
mai 3i11-8016

'42 ACRE !tarn 3 miles
West of Crossland 80
acres c ember 58 acres in
C P P Has a , acre lake
front held Beautiful house
place 435 426.5

10. ACRES partially
wooded with creek plus
nice 3br home lust waling
for you Reduced to
$48500 IALS $4536 Call
Kopp•rud Realty
753-1222
3EIR 2 bath living room
dining room and den Many
recent updates Move in
condition Priced in tie
580's MIS 114430 Contact
Kopp•rud R•alty.
753-1222
GATESBOROUGH home
leaturing 10 ceihrigs hardwood Soots arid a lovely
greatroom wee fireplace
Add the liveability of a for
ma dining room 4 bed
rooms 3 baths 2 huge
walk in doses and you
have value with elegance
Just reduced to $137500
AILS $4230 Kopperud Realty 753-1222

AKC registered Toy Poodle
puppies red males Reedy
for Christmas pock yours
now 436 2193
AKC Schnauzers ready tor
Chnstmes, pock yours now
$150 436 5811

GOOD condition old pop
up csmper $375 Fierily
moving to Europe priced to
sell 753-2137

14 TR! hult 65hp Mercury
$1900
runs good
753 9038

BOARD your pets with Hidden VW* Kennels Call
489 2377
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Gasses or prfinsa lessons
Serving Murray fa over
12yrs 4362858

1986 NOVA 4d 5 speed
ac 753 2361 after 530
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
good condition runs good
Cal after 6prn 474 8110
1986 PONTIAC 6000 ste
Don wagon high mileage
excellent body new bat
tery good Wes Can be
seen 1 2 miles east of Kirk
soy on Hwy 464 $e50 obo
753 9585
1989 BONNEVILLE LE
76xxx cheap Cal after
5pm 753-4831
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Bouts
yard Music Murray' Al
pine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from 1.4SU dorms
FOR Safe 1990 Chevy Ca
valet 44xxx miles antArn
stereo ac $5692
753 9240

1984 DODGE work van
equipped with built in bons.
$500
both sides
753-0814

1975 CHEVY heavy duty
1 ton clualfy steel flatbed,
VS automatic 80xxx actual miles,$1150 Cam after
5pm, 489 2050 or
753-2533

401,
•

By Way 01
the Grapevine

Cerifflesites Available
121 South to Old Solos' Word
uaa.-1 p.m. Sun. 113
Wod.-Sat.

r_lr7zr

*

CVS1011 KITCHEN GARNETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
AU Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom

409 SJPlBuRv MURRAY (Benvid &nay Brew

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KelvInator-Emerson-Brown
Guaranteed

'All Repairs Are

1909 STRATOS 201 Pro
203hp
bass boat 20 1
Manner Outboard Motor
Guele Brute 765 trolling
motor Lowrance X50
LCD Lowrance in dash
Maser butt seat with power
pro-pole and much more
Well maintained with re
, priced
cords Reasoned)
DON T MISS THIS ONE
Call 618 435 3028 slier

4orn

Al TOWN/country yard
mowing.landscaping tree
trimmirg tree removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436 2528
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 elk(
5pm 759-9816 7530495

AL S hauling. yard work
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 750-1683

OWNERS:
Tired of tenants leaving you with the repairs and cleanup after they move out?
Call

The House Works
753-7407
Well take care of the
rest!
DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
mg ceilings 753-4761
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sews 753 2310
for 'Tee estimate for your
needs
FORREST Construction
Remodeling additions re
pair panting, countertops.
general carpentry and blue
prints 753 9688 14 years
experience
GENERAL Repair plumbing rooting, tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701

753-7203

PAINT Jobs, $250 SiS
Auto Body Shop
759-1553
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492-8816

HANDYMAN will do car
pentry, electric, plumbing,
and general repairs Cal
753-0596
HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures 753-0280
Genr EO
IifiL
lu
m 7
SOC
Bnot
iKnie
ASvi
oral oonstruchon. remodeling, garages, decks, dittos.

KITCHEN CABINET REREFINISHING, stripping,
COVERY wasting doors &
g
woodworkin
custom
frames with woodgrain for753 8056
mica, all colors Free esti
ROCKY COLSON Home mates Wulff's Recovery
Repair Roofing, siding, Murray 436-5560
painting, plumbing, conLEE'S CARPET CLEANcrete Free estimates Cal
For all your carpet and
ING.
474 2307
upholstery call 753-5827
estimates
ROGER Hudson rock haul- Free
ing gravel sand,dirt, drive- Emergency water removal
way rock 753 4545,
753 6763
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS
instalabon, repair, replace
ment 13ackhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

THE House Works, home
SHEETROCK finishing, repair and maintenance
Larry
ceilings
textured
commercial or residential,
Chrisman 492 8742
painting, plumbing remodeling, lawn maintenance,
no pob loo small, 24-hour
SOUTHERLAND AND emergency service
LONG Construction Home 753-7407
repairs and remodeling
roofing, room additions, VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
foundation work Free esti SeNV109 Center cleaning
males No jobs too big or servicing $15, most repairs
too small Call S&L Con $35 New locabon Route 1,
strucbon 753 3870 day or Alma Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon - Fn, 753.0530
night

SUREWAY Tree & Stump WALT'S Mobile Home ReRemoval Insured with full pay Soundproofing, rubline of equipment Free es- ber coating for rook, perktimates Day or night. ing lot sealing, flat roc4s
repared 5024362776
753 5484
GUTTERING By Sears
WINDOW TINTING TOM
com
Sears residential and
T C Dinh Repair and Main
merctal Continuous gutters tenance Electrical Clean GEERDES 502-443-2944
installed for your specihca
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
560
lions Call Sears 753 2310 Street 753-6111 office.
Free
tor free estimate
753-0606 alter 5pm
Column
HADAWAY Construction
THE Gutter Co Seamless
Home remodeling paint
aluminum gutters, variety FREE puppies Mother 'A
irig wallpaper carpentry
of colors Licensed, in- AKC registered Lab Pupfloor covering No Job too sured Estimate available pies 6 wks old Call
small 436-2052
754-1424 after 5pm
759 4690

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Horoscopes
I. RID kl.1/Et'EMBER 18. 1992
I Pm ',our persoihdued dad.!, Jeatie Dixon horoscope: based on our cmn

NON-P11101.1 0111C,APCFATIONI
°vita 10 THE PUBi IC
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
\IV Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

A I TREE removal & tree
rimming Light hauling
odd lobs Free estimates
436 2102 ask for Luke
ALPHA Builders Careen
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nonce eIC Free estimates
489 2303

ATTENTION
RENTAL
PROPERTY

LICENSED for (Oscine and

gas

GRAVEL truck and back
hoe SeIVICO 753 1221 or
753 1537

753-540.0

753-5341 or 753-1270

11
-L=1

vI

Hwy. 641
N. Hazel

*

Service on all brands window air conditioners
dryers
washers
freezers
retrigerators
microwaves dishwashers gas a isectnc ranges

Carman

1986 HONDA Accord LXI
2 door hatchback white
blue int 5 sp new clutch
and brakes 90xxx miles
redo sic $4 71X) obi) Call
after 5pm 753 9658

Pre-Holiday Sale on all
trees & wreaths. Special
on
pricing
holiday
Christmas shades & afghans. Just arrived - shipmeat of unique Santis.

CHIM Chum Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

510

STELLA area zix house

WOODED building Iots in
Lynwood Heights City wa
ter natural gas cadevi
soon 3 110 miles on 94
west from Msoray City Lon
its 6% simple interest ti
'lancing pailabie
753 5841 or "53 1566

CARPORTS tor car and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes boats RVs
and etc E scaler-it protec
bon high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

FORD Mercury Lincoln
trucks included Al new
93s sold at $100 below
factory invoice Call for
quote
price
1 800-995-9575 Recorded
message Tennessee Me
tor Co. Johnson City TN

LAKEFRONT LIOUIDA
1971 MERCURY Monte
TION! Dockabie watertron
fey excellent condition
on Barkley Lase 3 5 ayes
5000 original moles $950
was $29 900 NOW
753 2137 Family moving
news
Woods
$19900
to Europe, must sel
ready for vacation
retirement borne 3. we 19'8 PONTIAC Bonneville
lake access $900 Fi air power cruise arnim
4BR 2 , beets home naming Woodland Acres nice Mist sail due to ill
-less 436 2430
available Jan 1 in Murray Call 800-858 1 323
618 533 21'6
1984 NOVI
Fiero official
TENNESSEE LAKEF
4 OR Sior 'rouse furnished FOONTI 2 8 acres S'9900 pace car 66 000 miles
Woods views private mar loaded $3000 obo
106 S '3e, ease and Oe
posit required no pets via Super boating tering' 753 8743
5 acres, iaxe access
753 0932 or 753 5898
1984 OLDS Delta 88
$8 900 Financing Call
HOUSES ice rent great for now 800 488 4883 Norris Btu* 2dr loaded one
students or family Call Shores
F e owner excellent condition
ittxxx miles Call Judy at
762 4483 or 7537210
$00701948 166C
Pent Plus 7594979
bat,
0 hook up
$250mo Deposit required
489-2390 after 6prr,

CARPET and vinyl instal*
ton and ropers Glen Bob
beg 759 1247

CHEVROLET Oldsmobile
Trucks included Al new
1993s sold at $49 OWN
factory invoice Call for
price
quote
1 803-836 1164 Recorded
message Ande Chevrolet
Oldsmobile Lawrence
burg Indiana

'969 NOVA drag dir race
ready 427 BB engine corn
1968 original
piete
Corvette block 492 8306
after 5pm

Porches and decks
available with metal
roof
White rubberized roof
coaling or silver roof
coating
Everlock vinyl underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Windows
Doors,
Metal Siding Floor Repair
Gas and Electric Fur
n.aces
Phone 502-492-8488

BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaren
teed 753 1134

1992 GMC SLE 1500 Club
Cab pack up truck all op
bons including 350 V8
9 003 miles original owner.
$17 500 753 4389 or
753 5060

2BR "ear Dumpiiris
S250.ma and nice 2br brick
'louse 2 mses south of
Murray $300nno deposit
references 753 1513 after
4prr

Alb

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mew
manufacturers 1.405t perk
in stock on my truck Al
BACKHOE Service ROY work and parts warranted
HILL Septic system drive Ask for Andy at The Ap
ways hauling foundations plans* Works 753 2455
etc 759 4664
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
BAeKHOE SERVICE
and Cooling Service Corn
BRENT ALLEN septic tank peek installation and set
instaletion repair replace vice
Call Gary at
merit 759 1515
759 454
BILL Travis trucking tor
* Four Star *
gravel dirt M sand white
Mobile Home
rock, riP rap and backhoe
work 474 2779
Parts & Service

1978 FORD F-250, ANY remodeling buildwg
4-wheel drive $1700 Obo painting roofing Refer
once. 759 1110
4110-2•62

Computers
Home or Office Computer on-site
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.
Hawkins Research
Call 10 AM - 10 PM
VISA / MasterCard accepted

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30• years ex
BOBBY
p•ri•nc•
HOPPER 4365848

753-7001

Public Auction
Sat., December 19, 1992 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction
Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to
Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take 121 South through Coldwatar turn south onto IBM follow to auction. Watch for auction
signs.
Metal Tom Thumb cash register - old picture & frames. stone
buttermilk pitcher - bridal basket - good old wood cook stove with
warming closet- small sewing basket - maple drop leaf table: catch •
odd chair- recliner - exercise bike - small kitchen appliances • pocket
knives & watches. wood heating stove - set of fine flatware - old
vegetable bowls - metal bed - nice girls bicycle - small propane tanks.
bar stool - metal saw - step ladders - new fluorescent lights - boat gas
•
tank • electric fan - gas power line trimmer - electric power tools
,spray can - pressure spray -life jackets - grease guns weight bench • 3
or 4 seta of metal scaffolding with casters - electric typewritar - nice
old military rifle, 1903 date - Breda and 1927 rifle at pistol reloading
equipment -(2)2 wheel trailers. Many other items notlisted. Auction
held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Ilan Miller • Darrell Beane • lerry
A uct
11

1%,.
111,,1i

A
t

11 1,1,

I

I
Vr‘•

date of birth. call I -900-988-778S. N'our phone company will bill you 95
,.ents a minute
true bargains. Buy only after delib! IN THL
BM I
If
EVI 1 1AR OF 1 01 it LIFE: eration. At work. try not to expose
sour hand. Others hope to benefit
tilrafititm will affect your
from your good fortune!
blest le in 199;. The way you 'hanVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22i:
dle these new developments will
'determine how much success and Investigate a business proposition to
!applies, you emoy. Count on your see it sou can find proof of the
natural curiosity to help you do the claims 'being made. Domestic purright thing! As summer approaches. suits steal the spotlight tonight.
a romantic partner may heel it is dif- Catch upon prehohday chores.
LIBRA ISept. 23-Oct. 22): Famficult to know the real you. Spend
more tulle with those closest tO our ily involvements could take you
• heart. Next September brings travel away from work today. A personal
for both business,or pleasure. Your relationship is even more harmothrifty as help hail you out of a nious than usual. A phone call earns
you the good will of a wealthy'
tight financial corner in late tall
CELEBRITIES BORN ON patron.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE:..atli%1 Paul 141ec.
Yofrr career and finances get a lucky
mos lc director Steven Spielberg.
actor Ossie Davis. Rolling Stone break. Take hope from what someone tells you today. The outlook is
Keith Richards.
ARIES INIarch 21 -April 19i: favorable for closing a business deal
Delve into the tiles and ruthmage or settling a legal matter.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
through hooks. Research and study
will result in higher profits. Leave 211: You may have to play a major
the evening free for shopping or role in an event scheduled for today.
Be flexible. Borrowing or lending
gift-wrapping.
result in a loss of friends as
could
To
20):
20-May
.
TAURUS(Apt-11
avoid confusion, take up each matter well as money. Think twice.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
in turn. An orderly andcsystematic
approach gets things done quickly 191:,Distractions are annoying but
and efficiently. Look after your inevitable. Curb a tendency himake
health. Keep medical and dental impulse purchases. Do not dampen
other people's enthusiasm for a
appointments.
GEMINI (May 2I-June 2(): A time-consuming project. Working
strong hunch may he your ticket to out will help release tension.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
success,today. Trust your instincts.
Your Money-making potential - is The work atmosphere seems friendpeaking. A secret you learn on the lier today. Soft-pedal any disagreejob proves beneficial. Plan a fun ments. Complete projects you have
been postponing. Tonight. accent
evening.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): the power of love, not the love of
The facts are obvious to those who power.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
are ready to accept them. Avoid
confusion at the workplace. Become Those in charge may expect More
an expert on efficiency and elimi- than you are able or willing to delivnate clutter. Romance is a source of er.- Do not give in to your emotions.
Do what you can to enliven the
sweet satisfaction.
scene. Mix and mingle.
social
Holiday.
1.1;A) i July 23-Aug. 22):
store sales should be checked for
TODAY'S CHILDREN are cheerful, trusting and optimistic. They love

to pia) outdoors. roam the 'neighborhood and go on small adventures. Ener-

getic and highly sociable, these youngsters must be encouraged to read and
study. Wise parents will help these children learn to focus their attention on
one activity at a time. Hard-working and diligent. these Sagittanans are well
suited for the business world. Their energy and stamina are phenomenal!
hest selling Iv,4, csierilas Inda and 1-iwcs •
ii,, order a RV I‘CC1 and updated cricn of kane 'nun
tind's Plan sienol 11( gi plus SI pormain• anol handbag
rf 110% A M110.00) CIA Helo Ynita Find Your Place in
( its St, (0141 %Lae oir.k„ is."„tsie
lei lhouni. On Ahdrtiof% and Wan.Po Ito% .1114iin
Andrew. wed Meklleill
t 19102 Usivenil hem Syrldscaar

Unlbad Way
lissmay-Ca Newsy County

Take Time
To Care

..,•
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Looking Back

Today in History
Tea years ago
of 1992. There are 14
Today is Thursday, Dec. 17, the 352nd day
H. Hudson, mayor of
Billy
days kit in the year.
been honored as "Citihas
Hazel,
Today's Highlight in History:
the
—
Year in Hazel by the
le)
the
of
(Nev/ty
zen
1892
17,
Dec.
on
One hundred years ago —
Tchaithe World Lodges
of
r
Pc
Woodmen
dress rehearsal for "The Nutcracker Suite" by
Car
of
presence
Hazel.
in
the
at
Russia,
g,
kovsky was staged in St. Petersbur
Mrs. Winnie Scarbrough celewas "full of compliAlexander III, who, the composer later recalled,
and
press
her 103rd birthday on
the
by
brated
received
ments." (However, the ballet was poorly
at her home on Rt. 1,
30
Nov.
night.)
g
followin
public when it premiered the
Murray, Coldwater Road.
On this date:
M.C. Garrou writes about Paul
ence.
independ
In 1777, France recognized American
.
Colombia
d in his column, "Garin
died
Mansfiel
Bolivar
Simon
patriot
In 1830, South American
the
staged
—
Wilbur
rott's Galley."
In 1903, the Wright Brothers — Orville and
Hawk, N.C.
Matthew Sanders, managing
Kitty
near
flights
-airplane
powered
l
successfu
first
courtof the Murray Ledger &
his
at
editor
convicted
was
Mitchell
In 1925, Col. William "Billy"
Times, talked about "Powers of
martial of insubordination.
Press" at a meeting of Xi
the
,
In 1979, in a case that aggravated racial tensions, Arthur McDuffie
Delta Chapter of Beta SigAlpha
in
chase
police
a
after
a black insurance executive, was fatally beaten
Sorority held at Ellis
Phi
ma
Miami. (Four white police officers were later acquitted of charges
Center.
stemming from McDuffie's death.)
Births reported include a boy
a
In 1986, Eugene Hasenfus, the American convicted by Nicaragu
Mr. and Mrs. Howard W.
to
for his part in running guns to the Contras, was pardoned, then
Kemp, Nov. 29, and a boy to Mr.
released.
and Mrs. Joe Thorn, Dec. 1.
Ten years ago: In an unusual news conference, three Bulgarians
Twenty years ago
accused by Italy of involvement in the shooting of Pope John Paul II
to
anything
appeared before foreign reporters in Sofia to deny having
do with the assassination attempt.
Five years ago: With election results showing him the winner,
l
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
South Korea's president-elect, Roh Tac-woo, appealed for "nationa
nt
governme
by
won
he'd
claimed
are planning a quiet 50th birthday
harmony" while his opponents
celebration for him at a nice restaufraud.
word
the
rant. We will be in the proximity of
used
One year ago: In an about-face, the White House
his sister's, so I am sure he will
although
,
economy
the
of
state
"recession" to characterize the
want to invite her — and that's the
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said the administration did not believe problem..
there was a recession in a technical sense. Russian President Boris
If his %later comes, she will want
Yeltsin and Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev agreed to dissolve to bring her lesbian lover, and I
don't think I could enjoy myself
the Soviet Union by the new year.
63.
is
Safirc
William
t
with the two of them showing their
columnis
er
Newspap
:
Birthdays
Today's
at the dinner table. I am
Tommy
affection
tor
Singer-ac
62.
Penthouse publisher Robert Guccionc is
that I am intolerant of
saying
not
Steele is 56. Comedian Eugene Levy is 46.
I just don't care
lifestyle;
sister's
his
—
Thought for Today: "Intellect alone is a dry and rattling thing."
her company.
in
Lobe
Ilka Chase, American author, actress, humorist (1905-1978).
My husband told me that if I

Lester Nanny, postmaster at
Murray, urged residents and
businesses to immediately mail

Thirty years ago

Murray City Coincil approves;
of S292,000 for the year
budget
a
all of their domestic Christmas 1963 at its regular meeting. Joe
cards and parcels.
Dick, chairman of Finance ComLisa Mathis, daughter of Mr. mittee, presented the budget to
and Mrs. Darrell Mathis, Rt. 4, the Council.
Murray, has been named winner
Dr. Gene Hendon, son of Mr.
of 1972 Soil Conservation Essay and Mrs. Carnie Hendon of MurContest, according to Lowell Pal- ray, who is stationed in Formosa
mer, chairman of Calloway with U.S. Air Force as a dental
County Soil Conservations surgeon, is in Todyo, Japan, this
District.
week attending the 12th annual
Quint T. Guier who will be 90 PACAF Medical Conference. He
on Dec. 17 will be honored and his wife, Nancy, have three
today, Dec. 17, at a reception at children, Mike, Jeanie and
Murray Branch of Hopkinsville Elizabeth.
Federal Savings and Loan AssoThe Rev. and Mrs. George
ciation, Main and Seventh Fletcher and children, Gelita and
Streets, Murray.
Morris, of Columbus, Ohio, have
Pam White, daughter of Mr. been the guests of Mrs. Fletcher's
and Mrs. Otley White, gave a parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Christmas reading at a meeting of Morris of Murray.
Forty years ago
Murray Kiwanis Club at Murray
Joe Pat Anderson has been
Woman's Club House.

serving as a pharmacist at the
base hospital at Camp Edwards,
Mass. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Orville Anderson of
Murray.
Carl McNeil, state FFA reporter and senior at Symsonia High
School, spoke about "What the
FFA Means To Mc" at annual
banquet of Hazel High School
Chapters of Future Farmers of
America and Future Homemakers
of America held at the school
cafeteria. James H. Stewart, FFA
president, and Jeanetete Paschall,
FHA president, presided at the
banquet.
Masanebu Fujikawa, Japanese
student at George Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn., talked
about "The Arts of Japan" at a
meeting of Murray Branch of
American Association of University Women held at Murray State
College Library.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I would like to air
a gripe most people who work in
restaurants have, but seldom air.
It's people who come into an
establishment knowing that it will
close in a few minutes. On some
occasions, our manager has gone as
far as blinking the lights, but that
hasn't always worked.
Often, employees are finighing
last-minute duties such as cleaning
up, stocking the shelves, checking
the orders and receipts, cleaning off
the counter and tables, the floors,
rest rooms, etc. They do everything
short of honking a bullhorn, but as

have to put conditions on his birthday celebration, I should stay home.
Abby. does he sound like a husband who is committed to his marriage if he would tell his wife to stay
home rather than ask his sister not
to bring her lesbian lover? Sign me
... HURT WIFE
DEAR HURT: Your husband
sounds like a man whose head
and heart are in the right place.
I agree with him: If you have to
put conditions on his birthday
party, you should stay home.

Daily Comics
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

long as the door is open-and-the
lights are on, people come in anyway.
Well, when working with the
public, the customer always comes
first, but shouldn't there be a little
consideration for the shopkeepers
and restaurant owners — especially
when the "hours" are posted on the
door?
Please print this, Abby. And you
may use my name.
EZEKIEL LEE JOHNATHON
WARD,CRESCENT CITY,CALIF.
DEAR MR. WARD: The person who owns the establishment has the right to handle the
above situation however he or
she wishes. The employees are
in charge if the owner is not
present, hut the owner should
make it plain how the latecomers should be handled.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
live in a suburban area on 1 1/2
acres.
When I go out to do yard work or
down the road 500 feet to get the
mail. I always lock the door to our
house. If my husband is working in
his shop — 200 feet away — I lock
the door anyway.
He gets upset because he has to
unlock the door to enter. Abby,am I
too concerned about our safety? Too
apprehensive?
TACOMA

`-f-cv5A-444,,

CALVIN and HOBBES

DEAR TACOMA: No! Your
husband should he grateful that
you take no chances. I have
heard from literally thousands
of people who regret having
been too trusting or careless.
But not from anyone who
regrets having been too cautious.

kkiv mot sAo v-oR
Imo*. `ONE GOT Two
WEEKS OFF FROM SCHOOL ,
AND 'MR ?ARENAS DO A1.1,
IVIE COOKING,(LUANG,
AND DECORATING
1401.1 CcJLD
icA.) HAVE
I I
OLID
' Cal
STRESS
-

For Abby'., fa%orite family recipes,
send a long, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
i$4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
('ookhooklet No. I, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, III. 61(154. oPostage is included.)
——

CATHY
WHAT AK YOU
DON& ?? VOU'RE
ANSWERING THE
PHONE IN THE
AllooLE OF irk/
SALE!

-1
MIT HER WITH THE REcORDHER ON HOLD FOR 15
MINUTES LIKE YOU DO WHEN INO Of HOLIOAV SHOPPINEr
liOURS! SWITCH HER OVER
I CALL F. HANG UP AND
THEN LET THE PHONE RING- TO MEN'S TOILETRIES AND
ZOO TIMES WHEN SHE CAWS LET HER ROT IN THEIR
LIKE YOU CO TO ME! VOICE-MAIL SYSTEM!!!
BACK
1
PuT

I

WIN ts IT
ALWAvS
LEFT UP TO
rAE TO DO
UNTO
OTHERS?

z
C '942 ianVons Inc Thstrenil.4

Careening through the neighborhood with
reckless abandon, none of them suspected that
Tufty was still tied up.

-OW ,4119
-407

Crosswords
ACROSS

1 Coloring

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

you1DE:0

AF10
t ALL,IF YOU'RE
,
SINGING ON NfilioNFIL_

Nicl.11,11,0ANT
HAIR Of'WITH THE
RiersON,AND fARKE

you smouw

TELEVISION,

1.c0K youR REST)

BArtE yoUR C.OLLFIR:
PRESSE.° j

--1.40M,THE BUS

YL
,•

IS LEAVING I.
-

4'

t404I

THERE FIRE6Ctio1R61.-I'M

GoNt4F1 Be ONE. OF fi
KiDS.1 -NOBODY'S
doNNF1 Nolice M.I'LL
UU6T BE A TIN y LITTLE
SPECK'.
\
0,
/
17
""s

(

r

/1)1114ft,
)

GARFIELD
A H,THE -1-)
Pill
TRADITIONAL
,'BRiN&iNCT THE
CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS
DOWN FROM
THE ATTIC'•
11
1411
lk
i
Imiblgt

ALONG WITH THE
ALSO-TRAPITiONAL
•'FINPING OF THE
HAIRY SPIDER
IN THE BOX"

substance
6 Entertains
sumptuously
11 Victor
12 Pressed
14 Matures
15 Uncanny
17 Negative
18 Recent
19 Rescues
20 One's
relatives
21 As far as
22 Surfeits
23 Piece for one
24 Red —
26 Scarer
27 invoice word
28 "Kiss Me --'
29 Saber
31 Continued
stories
34 Ripped
35 Father of

2

1

........,m.

To

'

s, li 4

4 Neon symbol
5 Handled
6 Smokey the
Bear
prevents
these
7 Goddess of

1 — pea
2 Again
3 Those
holding
office

3

4

7

6

5

8

9

15

hi

17
20

Ild
23
WI

U•UUla

ill

dUU
Will

IA

ill

Gift giver
Without end
Savory
Country of
Asia
22 Extra
23 Glossy fabric
25 To the left
26 Street show
28 Sharpest
29 Backless seat
30 Employee
31 Leg part
32 Second of
two
33 Guide
13
16
19
20

13

18
21
•

discord
8 Pedal digit
9 — garde
10 Pertaining
age
11 to

10

12

11

24

PEANUTS

SAP
SMILE
ASP
ELA
HOSES
LOA
TAILED
BETTER
ULE
REDAN
KNOT
LOT
ANON
ERA
ROT
DONOR
D
PEA
RIA
UT
AL11313
DIG
EEL
TORT
LP
USES
BASED
AAR
SPRITE
MIDGET
NOW
NOOSE
ODE
EUE
WAD TREED
12-17
1992 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN

14

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Emilio
Estevez
36 Near
37 Morsel
38 Glisten
39 Devoured
40 Stamp of
approval
41 Make
amends
42 Small amount
43 Alliance;
confederacy
45 Kind of
baseball
pitch
47 Musical
instruments
48 Masonic
doorkeeper

35 Ornamenta
Fohvear l
32 il 38
knob
1 As
alsrte
ant
39
4
uabi
343

ill

2 Di
44
wp
etm
ngsure
ea
irti
ho

1111
iUUUU

111
ill

ill
44

4S ill

111
48
111

iRI 46 Roman 51
42

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT I don't smoke,
drink, use drugs or caffeine. I exercise and eat a balanced diet. I've just
been diagnosed with breast cancer
There is no family history, but my father died of prostate cancer at the age
of 71 What improvements can I make
in my life to mitigate the condition"
DEAR READER - Regrettably, bad
things happen: III health can befall
even the most prudent person. A corollary Behaving yourself does not insulate you from disease - although,
in my experience, folks who don't
take care of themselves get sicker
sooner and die earlier, and that's just
the point.
You have evidently not abused your
health in the past. As a consequence,
you're probably in exceptionally good
shape, a characteristic that may
make an enormous difference in overcoming your breast cancer. For example, were you a smoker and heavy
drinker, you wouldn't respond as well
to therapy for your breast tumor,
which may include radiation and or
chemotherapy
Thus, your many years of sensible
living may now pay off dividends. You
can approach your unanticipated
breast problem with a healthy body
and mind Follow your physician's advice about what specific actions you
could take to beat your breast cancer
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 92 and all of
a sudden am suffering from varicose
veict&ls there a good healing salve I
can use' I must be active, so being
abed is out.
DEAR READER: There is no topical treatment, such as ointments, for
varicose veins As we age, the veins in
the legs tend to balloon and dilate,
leading to the unsightly varicose
veins we're all familiar with. In severe cases, blood clots may form in
these veins or the varices can affect
circulation, resulting in troublesome
skin ulcers.
As a general rule, mild /moderate.
uncomplicated varicose veins in the
legs are treated with elastic support
stockings, elevation of the legs and
avoidance of prolonged standing.
More severe varices, especially those
associated with skin ulceration, usually have to be removed surgically
Ask your doctor about this. I am
sure he can give you some tips that
are pertinent to your condition - or
he can refer you to a surgeon for another opinion.
APAMIS AWN
141MPA PPR F.1.41-11(r) set .
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Council to try to limit enrollments

ObitI11I1(s
Charles
Jordan

Mrs. Melissia A. Hooks
ers. Mrs. Lillian Prescott and
Mrs. Velva Maupin and husband,
Dave, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Gail
Workman, Rt. 6, Murray, and
Mrs. Edna Vance and husband,
James, Rt. 1, Almo: one son, Kelsic Hooks, Rt. 8, Murray; 19
grandchildren; 34 greatgrandchildren; five great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Scotts Grove
Cemetery.

Mrs. Melissia A. Hooks, 94,
Rt. 8, Murray, died Wednesday at
12:45 p.m. at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Stanton Reeves
Hooks, died in 1935.
Also preceding her in death
were two daughters, Mrs. Etta
White and Mrs. Mane Outland,
and one son, James Mason
Hooks.
Born June 3, 1898, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of
the late Jim Hudson and Rebecca
McWaters Hudson.
Mrs. Hooks was a member of
Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Survivors include four daught-

Charles Jordan, 81, Rt. I, Farmington, Bell City community,
died Wednesday at 8:45 p.m. at
his home.
He was a member of Bell City
Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were
his parents, Henry Jordan and
Beulah Morton Jordan; and four
brothers. Carsey. Sewell, Edwin
H. (Mose), and A.B. (Bill)
Jordan.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Flora Mae Mothers! Jordan;
one son, Dan Jordan, Rt. 1, Sedaha: two sisters, Mrs. Treva Pendergrass, Coldwater, and Mrs.
Lillian Graham, Troy. Mich.; two
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday it 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Charlie
Arnett and Jimmy Canter will
officiate.
Bunal will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
after 5 p.m today (Thursday).

Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Friday.

Willie B. Beane
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nettie Ann Beane; one son,
Ronnie Beane, Leesburg, Ga.:
three sisters, Mrs. Lydia Woods,
Mayfield, Mrs. Verlene Joseph,
Kirksey. and Mrs. Linda Faye

Final rites for Willie B. Beane
were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home.
Mayfield. William Hardison and
Jimmy Canter officiated.
Pallbearers were Rick Wilkerson. Billy Rae Bean, Daryl Miller. Allen Beane, Jerry Joseph.
Terry Beane and Tim Beane,
active; Elmo Jones. Dwight
Jones, Hughie Black and Marshall Cook. honorary.
Burial was in Beech Grove
Cemetery.
Mr Beane, 77, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
died Monday at 740 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

••••

Wilkerson. Farmington; four
brothers. Raymond Bute Beane,
Symsonia, Halford Beane and
James Harold Beane, Murray, and
Glen Edward Beane, Mayfield;
two grandchildren; three step-

Political 'howl' wins
shouting competition
TOKYO (AP) — A
116.1 -decibel bowl against
corrupt politicians echoed in
Tokyo's busy Shinjuku area
today — but unlike most of
the protest calls of 1992 this
howl won grand pnze in a
shouting contest.
Shinichiro Ushitani captured
the 12th Annual Year-End
Shouting Contest and 5800
with a ear-splitting attack on
two politicians who have been
in the news this year.
"Down with Takeshita and
Kanemaru!" he shouted at the
top of his voice.
He was referring to former
Prime Minister Noboru
Takeshita and ex-governingparty kingpin Shin Kanentaru,
who have dominated the headlines in 1992 with revelations
of their roles in money-forfavors scandals.
Twenty-seven other contestants, from a four-year-old to
65-year-old contest regular.
also roared in front of about
60 spectators on the subject of
what most interested or moved
them this year.
Last year's champion, Tatsuro Murano, returned and
captured second runner-up by
yelling at 115.2 decibels, "Mr.
Clinton, Japan is not much,
but do not give up on us."
According to the sponsor of
the contest, a passing train
gets as loud as 90 decibels and
sounds of 150 decibels cause a
risk of hearing loss.

daughters, Mrs. Sue Day, Portsmouth, Ohio, and Mrs. Sharon
Murphy and Mrs. Melva May,
Mayfield; one stepson, Donnie
Haynes, Lynnville.

Mrs. Anne Howell Littleton

1

The funeral for Mrs. Anne
Howell Littleton is today at 2
p m in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home. Pans, Tenn. The
Res Joseph Walker is officiating.
Burial will follow in Puryear
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Littleton. 95. former resident of Puryear. Tenn., died
Tuesday morning at Scott County
Nursing Home, Morton, Miss.
Born Aug. 17, 1896, in ZebuIon. Ga., she was the daughter of
the late A.A. Howell and Mary
Rebecca Slade Howell Her husband. Frank Cooper Littleton.
died July 25. 1973.
A member of Puryeir United
Methodist Church. she formerly

operated a farm in Purycar and
was a former teacher at Puryear
School.
Survivors include one son,
Frank Cooper Littleton Jr. and
wife, Carol, Houston. Texas: two
grandsons. Jeff Howell Littleton,
Sugar Land, Texas. and David
Henry Littleton. New York, N.Y.:
two great-grandchildren. Lauren
Littleton and Kelli Littleton; one
sister. Mrs. Helen Quinney, Jacksonville, Fla.; one brother, Dr.
Harry Howell, Lake City, Fla ; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Aggie Lee
Paschall, Murray; two brothersin-law, John Littleton and wife,
Thyra Lee. Buchanan. Tenn.. and
Wayne Littleton and wife,
Mildred, Puryear, Tenn.

Mrs. Pauline Bussey
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Funeral rites for kit's Pauline
Bussey are today at 1 p m in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Reflux'. The Rev. Bob Dotson is
officiating.
Bunal will follow in Clinton
Cemetery

Stock Market
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Mrs. Busse), 78, of Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton, died
Monday at 9 pm. at Lourdes
Hospital. Paducah.
A member of Union Ridge
United Methodist Church. she
was the former co-owner of the
Hitching Post at Aurora.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs Betty Treas. Benton. two
sons. Bill Bussey, Parts, Tenn.,
and Bob Bussey. Benton. four
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren

for a dental school to be closed,
but two others would terminate
the basic doctoral program at one
of them in favor of post-ddctoral
specialties.
The fourth option would retain
both programs but reduce the
number of Kentucky residents
entering each to 35 annually. U
of L now admits up to 50 Kentuckians each year and UK
admits as many as 40.
The four proposals arc contained in a memorandum that the
council staff sent late last month
to UK President Charles
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Wethington, U of L President
Donald Swain and council
members.
None of the options would
affect the enrollment of out-ofstate students, who pay substantially higher tuition than in-state
students. Fewer than 10 nonKentucky students a year have
entered each school in recent
years, and most wind up practicing in other states.
The council dealt with the
same issue in 1985 by ordering
UK and U of L to reduce enrollment of Kentuckians in the entering class by 21 slots.
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Dean Foods
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Heeding arguments to reduce the
number of dentists the state is
producing, the Council on Higher
Education will move by early
next year to limit dental school
enrollment, the council's chairman said.
There is roughly one dentist
for every 1.900 people in Kentucky, compared with I for every
2,100 people in all Southern
states, according to a report by
the higher education council's
staff.
The report estimated the current surplus of dentists statewide
at 280.
Council Chairman Joe Bill
Campbell of Bowling Green said
the council will consider four
plans to 'address the perceived
oversupply of dentists, and he
expects one of the options to be
approved at the council's February meeting.
"People at the dental schools
should not have to be concerned
... whether they're going to have
a program or a job, and students
should not have to be concerned
if a program is going to continue," Campbell said. "We need
to resolve this issue for at least
the rest of this decade."
The state has dental schools at
the University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville.
Only one of the four proposals
the council is considering calls
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